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PERFECTOID SPACES ARISING FROM
ARITHMETIC JET SPACES
ALEXANDRU BUIUM AND LANCE EDWARD MILLER
Abstract. Using arithmetic jet spaces [4] we attach perfectoid spaces [21] to
smooth schemes and we attach morphisms of perfectoid spaces to δ-morphisms
[8] of smooth schemes. We also study perfectoid spaces attached to arithmetic
differential equations [8] defined by some of the remarkable δ-morphisms ap-
pearing in the theory such as the δ-characters of elliptic curves [4] and the
δ-period maps on modular curves [8].
1. Introduction
Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal generated by an
odd prime p and with an algebraically closed residue field k = R/pR. Consider the
discrete valued field K = R[1/p] and the metric completion K of K[p1/p
∞
] which
is a perfectoid field; cf. [2, 21]. Set K◦ and K◦◦ be the valuation ring of K and the
maximal ideal of the valuation ring respectively. The goal of the present paper is
to use arithmetic jet spaces introduced in [4, 6] as a tool to construct perfectoid
spaces over K , in the sense of [21], attached to various geometric objects over R.
Our first move will be to construct a functor
P∞ : S → P
from the category S of smooth quasi-projective schemes over R to the category P
of perfectoid spaces over K. Our functor P∞ will be unique up to an isomorphism
of functors.
Explicitly, recall from [4, 6] that for any scheme of finite type X over R one can
attach its arithmetic jet spaces Jn(X), n ≥ 0, which are p-adic formal schemes with
J0(X) = X̂ . Here and later ̂means p-adic completion. Then for any smooth affine
scheme X = Spec B over R we let J∞(B) be the infinite arithmetic jet algebra,
defined as the p-adic completion of the direct limit of the rings O(Jn(X)); the ring
J∞(B) carries a canonical Frobenius lift φ. Our functor P∞ will attach to any
such X the perfectoid space Spa(B̂[1/p], B̂) where B is the direct limit of the ring
(J∞(B)⊗RK
◦)̂ along its induced relative Frobenius lift Φ (cf. the body of the paper
for the latter concept); the K-algebra B̂[1/p] turns out to be canonically a perfectoid
algebra. In particular Spec R is sent, by the above functor, into Spa(K,K◦). The
case when X is not necessarily affine is treated by gluing the affine pieces using a
“yoga” of principal covers. Cf. Section 2 for a review of these concepts and Section
3 for the construction of the functor P∞.
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As a matter of fact we will show, in Section 3, that the functor P∞ extends to
a functor, which we abusively still denote by P∞, that fits into a diagram
Sδ
P∞
→ PΦ
incl ↑ ↓ forget
S
P∞
→ P
where the categories above are described as follows. The category Sδ is the category
whose objects are the same as those of S but whose morphisms are the δ-morphisms
of schemes. Recall, a δ-morphism of order n between two smooth R-schemes of
finite type X and Y is, by definition, a morphism of formal schemes Jn(X) → Ŷ ;
δ-morphisms of various orders can be composed and they yield a category. The
category PΦ is the category whose objects are perfectoid spaces over K equipped
with what we shall call a principal cover plus a relative Frobenius lift, and whose
morphisms are compatible with these data. The functor “incl” is the identity on
objects and the “inclusion” on morphisms. The functor “forget” is the forgetful
functor.
Let Sk be the category of k-schemes. We will prove the following, cf. Corollary
3.17.
Theorem 1.1. We have a commutative diagram of functors:
Sδ
P∞
→ PΦ
incl ↑
mod
ց
S
Green
→ Sk
perf
→ Sk
The functor “mod”, X → mod(X) =: Xk will be referred to as the reduction
modulo K◦◦ functor. The functor “Green” is theGreenberg transform functor [6, 14].
The functor “perf” is the perfection functor V 7→ Vperf.
Some remarkable δ-morphisms were constructed in [4, 7, 8]. Among them are
the δ-characters (differential characters)
(1.1) ψ : J2(E)→ Ĝa
of Abelian schemes E [4], and the δ-period maps
(1.2) ℘ : J2(X)→ Â2,
on certain open sets X of modular curves, where the components of ℘ are defined
by isogeny covariant differential modular forms [7, 8]. For simplicity we will only be
interested here in the case E has dimension 1 (an elliptic curve) and the modular
curve has level 1 (the j-line). The maps ψ and ℘ will be reviewed in the body of the
paper. With these maps at our disposal, we have induced morphisms of perfectoid
spaces,
(1.3) P∞(ψ) : P∞(E)→ P∞(Ga),
(1.4) P∞(℘) : P∞(X)→ P∞(A2),
which we may still refer to as the perfectoid δ-characters and the perfectoid δ-period
maps respectively. One can also consider the projectivized δ-period map,
(1.5) ℘˜ : J2(X)\℘−1(0)
℘
→ Â2\{0}
can
→ P̂1.
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The map ℘˜ might be more natural than ℘ in the sense that its closer analogy with
classical period maps but we prefer to work with ℘ instead because ℘˜ is not a δ-
morphism; it has singularities along ℘−1(0) so, in our formalism, we cannot attach
to it a map of perfectoid spaces. One can do that if one appropriately generalizes
our formalism but such a generalization would take us too far afield.
There is an analogue
ψ : J1(Gm)→ Ĝa
of the ψ above called the canonical δ-character of Gm which unlike the case of
abelian schemes is entirely explicit. Thus, there is an induced map
(1.6) P∞(ψ) : P∞(Gm)→ P
∞(Ga),
which we may still refer to as the canonical perfectoid δ-character.
Section 4 begins with a concrete description of the endomorphism P∞([p]) of
P∞(Gm) induced by the p-power isogeny [p] of Gm; in particular we will prove the
following, cf. Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 1.2. The morphism P∞([p]) : P∞(Gm)→ P
∞(Gm) is a closed immer-
sion but not an isomorphism.
We also construct of a canonical section for the canonical δ-character P∞(ψ) in
1.6. More precisely, via this we introduce an entirely new concept in δ-geometry,
namely cocharacters of Gm which are certain morphisms
(1.7) σ : P∞(Ga)→ P
∞(Gm)
that play the role of 1-parameter subgroups. We will prove the following relationship
for the canonical character.
Theorem 1.3. There is a unique cocharacter σ with the property that σ is a right
inverse of the canonical perfectoid δ-character P∞(ψ).
Section 5 begins with a review of δ-characters of elliptic curves (cf. [4, 8]). Here
again, we will discuss a concept of cocharacters which are certain morphisms
(1.8) σ : P∞(Ga)→ P
∞(E)
that play, as before, the role of 1-parameter subgroups. To state our result below
recall that an elliptic curve over R is called ordinary respectively supersingular if its
reduction modulo p is so. An elliptic curve over R will be called superordinary if it
has ordinary reduction and its Serre-Tate parameter is not congruent to 1 mod p2.
Recall that an ordinary elliptic curve has Serre-Tate parameter equal to 1 if and
only if the elliptic curve has a Frobenius lift, equivalently if it is a canonical lift.
We will prove the following result; cf. Theorem 5.2.
Theorem 1.4. Assume E has no Frobenius lift and let P∞(ψ) be the perfectoid
δ-character described in 1.3.
1) If E is supersingular there exists a unique cocharacter σ : P∞(Ga)→ P
∞(E)
with the property that σ is a right inverse to P∞(ψ).
2) If E is superordinary or ordinary and defined over Zp then there exists no
cocharacter σ : P∞(Ga) → P
∞(E) with the property that σ is a right inverse to
P∞(ψ).
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Our next aim, in Section 6-8, will be to analyze perfectoid spaces attached to
some remarkable arithmetic differential equations, in the sense of [8]. Here an arith-
metic differential equation of order n on a scheme X is a closed formal subscheme
of Jn(X). The examples we are interested in here are the arithmetic analogues of
Manin kernels, which are the kernels of the δ-characters ψ above and the δ-isogeny
classes. These are defined as preimages via the δ-period map ℘ above of lines in
A2 passing through the origin. These arithmetic differential equations played a key
role in [11] where an application to Heegner points was considered and in [12] where
an arithmetic analogue of Painleve´ VI equations was introduced and studied. We
refer to Sections 6-8 for a review of these concepts and for statements/proofs of our
results. The key step in our construction will be to show that the said arithmetic
differential equations enjoy a remarkable property which we call quasi-linearity. We
will undertake a detailed analysis of quasi-linear arithmetic differential equations;
as a corollary of our analysis we will show that certain algebras attached to them
are perfectoid. With the definitions reviewed in the body of the paper we will prove
the following Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 below; cf. Corollaries 7.3 and 8.8, respectively.
Theorem 1.5. Let E be a superordinary elliptic curve over R. There exists a
perfectoid space P ♯(E) in PΦ plus a closed immersion P
♯(E)→ P∞(E) in PΦ such
that the following properties hold:
(1) P ♯(E)red is the perfection of a profinite pro-e´tale cover of the reduction
modulo p of E.
(2) For any torsion point T : SpecR→ E, the induced morphism on perfectoid
spaces P∞(T ) : P∞(SpecR)→ P∞(E) factors through P ♯(E)→ P∞(E).
(3) The attachment E 7→ P ♯(E) is functorial in E, with respect to isogenies of
degree prime to p, and also with respect to translations by torsion points.
The link between P ♯(E) in Theorem 1.5 and the map P∞(ψ) in 1.3 is provided
by the fact that the composition of P ♯(E)→ P∞(E) with the map P∞(ψ) factors
through the origin 0 : P∞(SpecR) → P∞(Ga). We actually expect that P
♯(E)
coincides with the fiber of P∞(ψ) at 0.
Theorem 1.6. Let X be the j-line A1 over R from which one removes the points
j = 0, 1728 and the supersingular locus and let Q : Spec R → X be a point corre-
sponding to a superordinary elliptic curve E. There exists a perfectoid space PQ(X)
in PΦ plus a closed immersion P
Q(X) → P∞(X) in PΦ such that the following
properties hold.
(1) The reduced locus PQ(X)red equals the perfection of a profinite pro-e´tale
cover of the reduction modulo p of X.
(2) The map P∞(Q) : P∞(SpecR) → P∞(X) factors through the described
map PQ(X)→ P∞(X).
(3) For any point Q′ : SpecR → X corresponding to an elliptic curve E′ that
has an isogeny of prime to p degree to E, the curve E′ is superordinary and
PQ(X) = PQ
′
(X) in P∞(X).
The link between PQ(X) in Theorem 1.6 and the map P∞(℘) in Equation 1.4 is
provided by the fact that the composition of PQ(X)→ P∞(X) with P∞(℘) factors
through an embedding P∞(L)→ P∞(A2) where L ⊂ A2 is a line passing through
the origin. We actually expect that PQ(X) is the pull-back of L via P∞(℘).
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Remark 1.7. Note that the infinite arithmetic jet algebra J∞(B) possesses a Fer-
mat quotient operator δ defined by δx = (φ(x) − xp)/p, where φ is the canonical
Frobenius lift on J∞(B). The operator δ was viewed in [4, 8] as an analogue of a
derivation (there it was called a p-derivation) and a substantial body of the classical
geometric theory of differential equations turned out to have an arithmetic analogue
in the setting of arithmetic jet spaces. On the other hand the relative Frobenius
lift Φ on (J∞(B)⊗R K
◦)̂ is constructed from φ and hence can be viewed as a sort
of substitute for a derivative. Taking the direct limit of the latter ring along Φ
intuitively amounts to adjoining primitives (or more generally “adjoining pseudo-
differential operators”) to the infinite arithmetic jet algebra and hence, in particular,
allowing a type of integration in addition to differentiation. It would be interesting
to understand completely the arithmetic analogues of the analytic/geometric as-
pects these primitives/integration/pseudo-differential operators possess. One such
aspect is brought forward by Theorem 1.4 and its analogue for Gm, cf. Theorems
4.3, which can be interpreted as saying that certain arithmetic differential equations
defined by δ-characters can/cannot be “integrated” using “arithmetic analogues of
pseudo-differential operators.” For a comparison of our theory with usual differen-
tial equations in the complex analytic case we refer to subsections 4.2 and 5.3.
Acknowledgment. The first author is grateful to Max Planck Institute for Math-
ematics in Bonn for its hospitality and financial support and to the Simons Foun-
dation for support through awards 311773 and 615356.
2. Terminology and notation
We quickly review many of the constructions and notations we need. Throughout
the paper p will be an odd prime in Z and rings are assumed to be commutative with
identity. Unless otherwise stated, throughout the paper, we fix a complete discrete
valuation ring (R, (p), k) with maximal ideal generated by p and algebraically closed
residue field k = k = R/pR.
For any ring S or Noetherian scheme X we denote by Ŝ and X̂ the p-adic
completions and we sometimes set S = S/pS and X := X ⊗ Z/pZ. Recall that
Ŝ/pmŜ = S/pmS. If S is p-torsion free then so is Ŝ. We also have need to consider
the total integral closure. For A a subring of a ring B one says that A is totally
integrally closed in B provided for any b ∈ B when bN is contained in a finitely
generated A-submodule of B then b ∈ A. Note when A is Noetherian, then A is
totally integrally closed in B if and only if A is integrally closed in B.
Direct limits and Perfection: Let A be a ring equipped with a ring endomor-
phism Φ. The direct limit C of A along Φ is the direct limit of the system
C = lim
−→
x 7→Φ(x)
= A
Φ
→ A
Φ
→ A
Φ
→ ..., i.e.,
C :=
A× N
∼
, (a, i) ∼ (Φ(a), i+ 1).
The class of a pair (a, i) in C will be denoted by [a, i].
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The direct limit of most interest for us is the colimit perfection. For any ring A
of characteristic p one defines its perfection via the direct limit along its Frobenius
Aperf := lim−→
x 7→xp
A.
In particular, Aperf is the unique perfect ring initial among perfect rings receiving
maps from A. The natural Frobenius on Aperf is then surjective. If A is also reduced
then Frobenius on Aperf is bijective.
Smoothness: Inherently, perfections need not be noetherian. By a smooth (re-
spectively e´tale) algebra we understand a 0-smooth (respectively 0-e´tale) algebra
in the sense of [20, Ch. 10 ], i.e., smooth or e´tale algebras here are not necessarily
finitely generated. Recall, for finitely generated maps of Noetherian rings smooth is
equivalent to flat, with smooth geometric fibers, see [20, Thm. 28.10]. An A-algebra
B will be called here ind-e´tale if B is the ascending union of a sequence of subrings
(Bn)n≥0 such that B0 = A and Bn+1 is an e´tale finitely generated Bn-algebra for
all n ≥ 0. Note that any ind-e´tale algebra is e´tale. If B is ind-e´tale over A then we
say Spec B → Spec A is pro-e´tale.
Frobenius lifts and p-derivations: For a more complete reference, [4, 16].
By the Frobenius on a ring of characteristic p we mean the p-power Frobenius
endomorphism. A Frobenius lift on a ring A is a ring endomomorphism of A whose
reduction modulo p is the Frobenius on A = A/pA. More generally if u : A → B
is an A-algebra a Frobenius lift is a ring homomorphism A → B whose reduction
modulo p is the Frobenius on A composed with the map u : A→ B induced by u.
Consider the polynomial
Cp(X,Y ) :=
Xp + Y p − (X + Y )p
p
∈ Z[X,Y ] .
For an A-algebra B a set theoretic map δ : A→ B is a p-derivation if δ1 = 0 and,
for all a, b ∈ A,
(1) δ(a+ b) = δa+ δb+ Cp(a, b),
(2) δ(ab) = apδb + bpδa+ p · δa · δb.
If δ is a p-derivation, then the map φ : A → B defined by φ(a) := ap + pδa, is a
Frobenius lift. Conversely, if φ : A → B is a Frobenius lift and B is p-torsion free
then one can define a p-derivation δ : A→ B by δa := φ(a)−a
p
p . We say that δ and
φ are attached to each other.
Some refer to a ring A equipped with a p-derivation δ : A → A as a δ-ring. As
a category, δ-rings is closed under limits and colimits. More specifically, since φ
and δ commute, the direct limit of A along φ has a p-derivation induced by δ and
a Frobenius lift induced by φ which of course are attached to each other.
As R is a complete discrete valuation ring R with algebraically closed residue
field, it is isomorphic to the p-typical ring of Witt vectors over k and has a unique
Frobenius lift φ; moreover φ is bijective. We let K = R[1/p] be the fraction field of
R. Nearly all rings we consider will be R-algebras.
2.1. Perfectoid algebras and spaces. We now review the basic theory of per-
fectoid algebras and spaces. For a much more detailed account, please see [2, 21].
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Let (πm)m≥0 be a sequence of elements in the algebraic closure of K = R[1/p] such
that π0 = p, π
p
m+1 = πm, and write πm := p
1/pm . Let us consider the rings
R[p1/p
m
] ≃ R[zm]/(z
pm
m − p), R[p
1/p∞ ] =
⋃
R[p1/p
m
], zm 7→ z
p
m+1,
where zm are variables whose classes correspond to p
1/pm . The reduction modulo
p of the map R[p1/p
m
] → R[p1/p
m+1
] is clearly injective. Set K◦ = (R[p1/p
∞
])̂.
This is a non-discrete valuation ring and we denote by K◦◦ its maximal ideal so
K◦◦ is generated by {p1/p
n
}. The Frobenius lift of R extends uniquely to a ring
automorphism Φ of K◦ that fixes all p1/p
m
.
The reduction modulo p, Φ : K◦/pK◦ → K◦/pK◦ is then, of course, bijective. On
the other hand the Frobenius K◦/pK◦ → K◦/pK◦ is surjective but not injective;
in particular, Φ is not a Frobenius lift. We refer to Φ as the canonical relative
Frobenius lift on K◦. We sometimes refer to this simply as the relative Frobenius
lift on K◦. Note that K◦/K◦◦ = R/pR = k and the automorphism of K◦/K◦◦
induced by Φ is the Frobenius. The ring K := K◦[1/p] is the metric completion of
the ring K[p1/p
∞
] and is a perfectoid field in the sense of [2, Def. 3.1.1].
Definition 2.1. Assume we are given a K◦-algebra B. A relative Frobenius lift on
B is a ring endomorphism of B which extends the canonical relative Frobenius lift
on K◦ and such that the induced endomorphism of B/K◦◦B is the Frobenius. Call
a relative Frobenius invertible if is it bijective, whence a ring isomorphism.
Note, the canonical relative Frobenius on K is invertible.
A perfectoid K-algebra is a Banach K-algebra B whose ring B◦ of power bounded
elements is bounded and for which the Frobenius on B◦/pB◦ is surjective, see [2,
Def. 6.2.1 part 1]. A perfectoid K◦-algebra will mean here an K◦-algebra B which
is p-adically complete, p-torsion free, totally integrally closed in B[1/p], and such
that Frobenius on B/pB is surjective.
Recall, from [2, Prop. 5.2.5, Def. 6.2.1] that B := B[1/p] has then a canonical
Banach K-algebra structure and with this structure B is a perfectoid K-algebra
with B◦ = B. Moreover, B◦ is open in B and its induced topology is the p-adic
topology. Also, by loc. cit., the functors B 7→ B[1/p] and B 7→ B◦ define an
equivalence between the category with objects consisting of perfectoid K-algebras
where morphisms are continuous homomorphisms and the category of perfectoid
K◦-algebras.
If B is a perfectoid K-algebra, a relative Frobenius lift is an endomorphism of
B sending B◦ into B◦, such that the induced endomorphism of the K◦-algebra B◦
is a relative Frobenius lift. We say Φ is invertible if the restriction of Φ to B◦ is
invertible (i.e., bijective) in which case Φ itself is, of course, bijective.
For each perfectoid K-algebra B one can define a perfectoid space Spa(B,B◦);
cf. [21, Def. 2.13, 6.1, 6.15] or [2, Def. 7.3.1, 9.1.1]. These are also called affinoid
perfectoid spaces and form the local charts of global projective spaces. We also
recall that the if U(1/g) is the rational open set of a perfectoid space Spa(B,B◦),
defined by g ∈ B◦, then we have an isomorphism of perfectoid spaces
(2.1) U(1/g) ≃ Spa(B◦[1/g])̂ [1/p], (B◦[1/g])̂ ).
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Indeed, in view of [21, Def. 2.13, Prop. 2.15],
U(1/g) ≃ Spa(B〈1/g〉, B〈1/g〉+)
where B〈1/g〉+ is the p-adic completion of the integral closure of B◦[1/g] in B[1/g]
and B〈1/g〉 is the completion of B[1/g] with respect to the group topology of B[1/g]
defined by the subgroups pnB◦[1/g], n ≥ 1. Clearly B〈1/g〉 = B◦[1/g ]̂ [1/p].
So it is enough to check that B◦[1/g] is integrally closed in B[1/g]. But B◦ is
totally integrally closed in B so B◦ is integrally closed in B so B◦[1/g] is integrally
closed in B[1/g] by the compatibility of integral closure with fractions, which proves
Equation 2.1.
A morphism of perfectoid spaces will be called here a closed immersion if locally
on the target it is of the form Spa(B,B◦) → Spa(C,C◦) where B◦ → C◦ is a
surjection of perfectoid K◦-algebras.
2.2. Principal covers. Our ultimate goal is to construct perfectoid spaces given
schemes. On the affine subschemes, we will first construct affinoid perfectoid spaces
built from Frobenius lifts. To control the process of gluing these affinoid perfectoid
spaces, we utilize principal covers of schemes.
In what follows, we will say that a family of open sets (Xi)i∈I in a scheme X is
a principal cover if X = ∪Xi, each Xi is affine, Xi = Spec Bi, and for each i, j ∈ I
the intersection Xi ∩Xj is a principal open set in both Xi and Xj, i.e., there exist
sij ∈ Bi and sji ∈ Bj such that
(2.2) Xi ∩Xj = Spec (Bi)sij = Spec (Bj)sji .
A principal open cover (Xi)i∈I is called a principal basis if it forms a basis for
the topology of X . Any affine scheme has a canonical principal basis consisting of
all its principal open sets. It is immediate to see that any quasi-projective scheme
X over an affine scheme has a principal basis. Indeed, when X is open in Proj A
then a principal basis for X is the set of principal open sets of Proj A contained in
X . Note however that such a principal basis is not canonical. If X ≃ Proj A and
X ≃ Proj B then the principal bases on X induced from these isomorphisms may
not be compatible in the sense that their union is not necessarily a principal basis.
For instance if X is, say, a projective curve and X ≃ Proj A and X ≃ Proj B are
induced by two embeddings of X into projective spaces attached to linear systems
of the form |mP | and |mQ| where P and Q are points of X whose difference is
not torsion in Pic(X) then the intersection of U := X\P and V := X\Q is not
principal in either U or V .
Note the following construction of principal bases. Assume X is a scheme with a
principal covering (Xi) and consider a new covering of X consisting of all principal
open sets of all the Xi’s; we refer to this new covering as the canonical refinement
of (Xi).
Lemma 2.2. The canonical refinement of a scheme X with principal cover (Xi)
is a principal basis.
Proof. It is clearly a basis. To show it is principal let Yi be principal in Xi and Yj
be principal in Xj. We need to show that Yi ∩ Yj is principal in Yi. Since Yi is
principal in Xi and Xi ∩Xj is principal in Xi it follows that Yi ∩Xj is principal in
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both Yi and Xi ∩Xj . Similarly Yj ∩Xi is principal in both Yj and Xi ∩Xj . Since
both Yi ∩Xj and Xi ∩ Yj are principal in Xi ∩Xj it follows that their intersection
Yi ∩ Yj is principal in Xi ∩Xj. Since Yi ∩Xj is also principal in Xi ∩Xj it follows
that Yi ∩ Yj is principal in Yi ∩Xj. Indeed, it is a straightforward exercise to show
that if U ⊂ V ⊂ W are open immersions of affine schemes such that both U and
V are principal in W then U is principal in V . Since Yi ∩Xj is principal in Yi we
get that Yi ∩ Yj is principal in Yi. It is easy to check that if U ⊂ V ⊂ W are open
immersions of affine schemes such that U is principal in V and V is principal in W
then U is principal in W . This proves our claim. 
We describe now a similar setup for perfectoid spaces.
Definition 2.3. Assume X is a perfectoid space. A family of open sets (Xi)i∈I in
X is a principal cover if X = ∪Xi, each Xi = Spa(Bi, B
◦
i ), with Bi perfectoid, and
for each i, j ∈ I the intersection Xi ∩ Xj is a principal in both Xi and Xj in the
sense that there exist sij ∈ B
◦
i and sji ∈ B
◦
j such that
(2.3) Xi∩Xj = Spa(((B
◦
i )sij )
̂[1/p], ((B◦i )sij )
̂) = Spa(((B◦j )sji )
̂[1/p], ((B◦j )sji )
̂).
In general, perfectoid spaces do not a priori possess principal covers. Those that
do may not a priori possess principal covers that form a basis for the topology.
Given a finite family of perfectoid algebras (Bi), where each Bi is an R-algebra,
and elements sij ∈ Bi and isomorphisms ̂(B◦i )sij ≃
̂(B◦j )sji satisfying the obvious
cocycle condition one can attach to this data a perfectoid space X by gluing along
the sets in Equation 2.1, the perfectoid spaces Spa(Bi, B
◦
i ); the space X will come
equipped with a natural principal cover.
Conversely, given a perfectoid space X with an affinoid cover Xi = Spa(Bi, B
◦
i ),
each Bi an R-algebra, and equipped with a principal, cover one can construct a
scheme Xk over k by gluing, in the obvious way, the schemes
Spec B◦i /K
◦◦B◦i
via the identifications Equation 2.3. We call Xk the reduction of X modulo K
◦◦.
The construction X 7→ Xk depends on the principal cover but is functorial with
respect to morphisms in the category of perfectoid spaces that respect the principal
covers in the sense that they pull back members of a principal cover into open sets
that are unions of members of principal covers.
Definition 2.4. Given a perfectoid space with a principal cover, by a relative
Frobenius lift Φ on it we understand a collection of compatible relative Frobenius
lifts (Φi) on the perfectoid algebras that define the principal cover. We say that Φ
is invertible if all Φi are perfect i.e., ring isomorphisms.
Finally, we collect this data categorically; verifying the definitions are straight-
forward.
Definition 2.5. The categoryPΦ has objects are perfectoid spaces overK equipped
with a principal cover and a relative Frobenius lift, and whose morphisms are the
morphisms of perfectoid spaces that are compatible, as above, with the principal
covers and with the relative Frobenius lifts.
We also obtain a natural functor, namely the reduction modulo K◦◦ functor
res : PΦ → Sk, X 7→ Xk,
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to the category of k-schemes; as described in the introduction.
3. Perfectoid spaces attached to smooth schemes
3.1. The functor P . Our first aim is to construct a functor
(A, φ) 7→ P (A, φ)
from the category of p-torsion free, p-adically complete, R-algebras for which A/pA
is reduced, equipped with a Frobenius lift φ, to the category of perfectoidK-algebras
equipped with a relative Frobenius lift. We need a series of Lemmas. The first has
a straightforward proof which we leave to the reader.
Lemma 3.1.
1) Let A→ B be a ring homomorphism such that A is p-adically separated and
B is p-torsion free. Assume the induced map A/pA → B/pB is injective. Then
A→ B is injective.
2) Let A → B be a ring homomorphism such that A is p-adically complete and
B is p-adically separated. Assume the induced map A/pA → B/pB is surjective.
Then A→ B is surjective.
Lemma 3.2. Let A1 → A2 → A3 → ... be a sequence of ring homomorphisms such
that the homomorphisms A1/pA1 → A2/pA2 → A3/pA3 → ... are injective and An
are p-torsion free, p-adically separated, and totally integrally closed in An[1/p] for
all n. The limit
A = lim
−→
An
is p-torsion free and totally integrally closed in A[1/p].
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 we may assume the maps A1 → A2 → A3 → ... are injections
and up to conflating Ai with its image, we may assume these are inclusions. By
our injectivity hypothesis we have
pAn+1 ∩ An = pAn
hence, since An+1 is p-torsion free we get, by induction, that
pkAn+1 ∩ An = p
kAn
for all k. This implies
An+1 ∩
1
pk
An = An,
hence An+1 ∩ An[1/p] = An, thus
A ∩An[1/p] = An.
Clearly A is p-torsion free. Assume now α ∈ A[1/p] and αN is contained in a finitely
generated A-submodule of A[1/p], hence
αN ⊂
1
pN0
A
for some N0. On the other hand α ∈ An0 [1/p] for some n0. Hence
pN0αN ⊂ A ∩An0 [1/p] = An0 , so α
N ⊂
1
pN0
An0
Since An0 is totally integrally closed in An0 [1/p] it follows that α ∈ An0 so α ∈ A
and we are done. 
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We now turn our attention to rings containing compatible systems of p-power
roots of p. Recall the following result on total integrally closed rings and localization
[2, Lem. 5.1.3].
Lemma 3.3. Assume A is a p-torsion free ring admitting a compatible system of
p-power roots p1/p
n
. Assume A is totally integrally closed in A[1/p]. Then Â is
totally integrally closed in Â[1/p].
In conjunction, Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 combine to essentially show total integral
closure persists along direct limits of endomorphisms identity along such p-power
root systems.
Lemma 3.4. Let A be a p-torsion free p-adically separated ring containing a com-
patible system of p-power roots {p1/p
n
}. Assume A is equipped with a ring en-
domorphism Φ : A → A that is the identity on {p1/p
n
} and assume the induced
homomorphism Φ : A/pA→ A/pA is injective. Assume moreover that A is totally
integrally closed in A[1/p]. Let
C := lim
−→
Φ
A.
The completion Ĉ is p-torsion free and totally integrally closed in Ĉ[1/p].
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, C is p-torsion free and totally integrally closed in C[1/p].
In particular Ĉ is also p-torsion free. On the other hand since Φ is the identity on
{p1/p
n
} the latter defines a compatible system of p-power roots of p in C. So, by
Lemma 3.3, Ĉ is totally integrally closed in Ĉ[1/p]. 
We next address how these properties change under adjunction of p-power com-
patible root systems and tensoring by K◦.
Lemma 3.5. Let A be a R-algebra that is p-torsion free, p-adically separated, and
for which A/pA is reduced. Let Am := A ⊗R R[p
1/pm ]. Each Am is p-torsion free,
p-adically separated, and totally integrally closed in Am[1/p].
Proof. Each Am is p-torsion free and p-adically separated because it is a direct sum
of finitely many copies of A. Assume now α ∈ Am[1/p] satisfies
αN ⊂
1
pN
Am.
Write πm = p
1/pm and α = aπνm
with a ∈ Am\πmAm and ν ≥ 0. Assume ν ≥ 1 and
seek a contradiction. We get that for any n ≥ 1,
an ∈ πnν−p
mN
m Am.
Choose n such that nν > pmN . Then the image of an in Am/πmAm is 0. But
Am/πmAm ≃ A/pA is reduced. So a ∈ πmAm, a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.6. Assume A is as in Lemma 3.5 and furthermore set A = A⊗R K
◦.
(1) Â is p-torsion free and totally integrally closed in Â[1/p].
(2) We have a natural isomorphism
(3.1) Â/K◦◦Â ≃
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Proof. By Lemma 3.2, in order to check assertion 1 it is enough to check that A
is p-torsion free and totally integrally closed in A[1/p]. With Am as in Lemma 3.5
we have A = lim
−→
Am. In view of Lemma 3.2 and 3.5, it is enough to check that
Am/pAm → Am+1/pAm+1 are injective. These maps are injective because they are
obtained from the reduction modulo p of the injective map R[p1/p
m
]→ R[p1/p
m+1
]
via tensoring with A/pA over the field R/pR. This ends the proof of assertion 1.
Assertion 2 follows from a direct computation. 
We now incorporate Frobenius lifts to the picture.
Lemma 3.7. Assume A as in Lemma 3.5 and A = A⊗RK
◦. Assume A is equipped
with a Frobenius lift φ and consider the unique endomorphism Φ on A compatible
with φ and with the relative Frobenius lift on K◦. Also consider the extension of Φ,
abusively denoted by Φ, on Â. Set
B = lim
−→
Φ
Â.
(1) The completion B̂ is p-torsion free and totally integrally closed in B̂[1/p].
(2) Frobenius is surjective on B/pB.
(3) The endomorphism Φ of Â is a relative Frobenius lift and so is the induced
endomorphism Φ of B̂.
(4) There is a canonical isomorphism
B̂/K◦◦B̂ ≃ (A/pA)perf
and the endomorphism induced by Φ on B̂/K◦◦B̂ corresponds to the Frobe-
nius on (A/pA)perf.
Proof. Let us prove assertion 1. In view of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6, it is enough to
check that Φ is injective on
A/pA = (A/pA)⊗R/pR (K
◦/pK◦).
It is enough to check that Φ is injective on
A/pA⊗R/pR (R[p
1/pm ]/(p)) = (A/pA)[zm]/(z
pm
m ).
which is clear because Φ acts like Frobenius on A/pA, which is reduced, and fixes
the class of zm.
To prove assertion 2, note that
B/pB = lim
→
Φ
A/pA.
To show that any element of B/pB is a p-th power it is enough to show that for
any element f ∈ A/pA there is an element g ∈ A/pA such that
(f, n) ∼ (gp, n+ 1) ∈ A/pA× N
i.e., Φ(f) = gp. It is enough to check this for f ∈ A and for f ∈ K◦/pK◦ sepa-
rately. This follows from the fact that Φ acts as Frobenius on A and as the relative
Frobenius on K◦/pK◦, so in the first case we can take g = f while in the second
case we can take g to be any p-root of Φ(f), which is possible because Frobenius is
surjective on K◦/pK◦.
Finally assertion 3 follows from the isomorphism Equation 3.1 from Lemma 3.6
and assertion 4 also follows. 
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Our discussion leads to the first theorem which is an affine form of the theorems
discussed in the introduction.
Theorem 3.8. Let A be a R-algebra that is p-torsion free, p-adically complete,
and for which A/pA is reduced. Let A = A ⊗R K
◦. Assume A is equipped with a
Frobenius lift φ, consider the unique endomorphism Φ on A compatible with φ and
with the relative Frobenius lift on K◦, and consider the extension Φ on Â. Let
B = lim
−→
Φ
Â, B′ := lim
−→
Φ
A, P ◦(A, φ) := B̂ = B̂′, P (A, φ) := B̂[1/p] = B̂′[1/p].
The following hold:
(1) The K-algebra P (A, φ), with its natural Banach structure, is perfectoid.
(2) We have
P (A, φ)◦ = P ◦(A, φ).
(3) The endomorphism of P (A, φ) induced by Φ (which we still denote by Φ)
is an invertible relative Frobenius lift.
(4) We have an isomorphism
B̂/K◦◦B̂ ≃ (A/pA)perf.
(5) The rule (A, φ) 7→ (P (A, φ),Φ) defines a functor from the category of p-
torsion free, p-adically complete R-algebras for which A/pA is reduced,
equipped with a Frobenius lift, to the category of perfectoid K-algebras equipped
with a relative Frobenius lift.
(6) The functor in 5) sends surjections into surjections.
Proof. Assertion 6 in the Theorem follows from the fact that the functors
lim
−→
, ⊗RK
◦, ̂
send surjections into surjections; cf. [20, Thm. 8.1 and Appendix A]. The only
assertion that remains to be checked in that Φ in assertion 3 is invertible, i.e., that
it is bijective on P ◦(A, φ). This can be shown as follows. Since A/pA is reduced
the reduction modulo p of φ is an injective map A/pA→ A/pA. By assertion 1 in
Lemma 3.1, φ is injective on A. Since K◦ is R-flat it follows that Φ is injective on
A hence Φ is injective on B′. But clearly Φ is surjective, and hence bijective, on
B′. So Φ is bijective on P ◦(A, φ). 
Remark 3.9. The functor P may be extended to the category of not necessarily
p-adically complete p-torsion free R-algebras for which A/pA is reduced, equipped
with a Frobenius lift, via the formula P (A, φ) = P (Â, φ).
The next lemma will be fundamental to globalizing Theorem 3.8.
Lemma 3.10. For any s ∈ A we claim that have a canonical isomorphism
P ◦((As)
̂, φ) ≃ ((P ◦(A, φ))s)
̂,
where φ in the left hand side is a naturally induced Frobenius lift on (As)
̂ and the
subscript s in the right hand side signifies taking fractions with respect to the image
of (s, 1).
Proof. This follows because, when φ(s) ∈ sp + pA, we have induced maps
φ : (As)
̂ → (Aφ(s))
̂ = (As)
̂,
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and
Φ : ((As)
̂⊗R K
◦)̂ → ((Aφ(s))
̂⊗R K
◦)̂ = ((As)
̂⊗R K
◦)̂.
On the other hand
((As)
̂⊗R K
◦)̂ ≃ (As)
̂, A = A⊗R K
◦
and
lim
→
Φ
((As)
̂) ≃ ((lim
→
Φ
Â)s)
̂,
which ends the proof of our claim. 
The construction in Theorem 3.8 possesses an expected universality property.
Theorem 3.11. Assume the notation of Theorem 3.8 and let ι : A → P ◦(A, φ)
be the homomorphism defined by letting ι(a) := [a ⊗ 1, 1] ∈ B′, a ⊗ 1 ∈ A ⊗R K
◦.
Also let C be a p-adically complete K◦-algebra equipped with an invertible relative
Frobenius lift ΦC.
For any R-algebra homomorphism u1 : A→ C satisfying
u1 ◦ φ = ΦC ◦ u1
there exists a unique K◦-algebra homomorphism u : P ◦(A, φ)→ C such that
u ◦ ι = u1, and ΦC ◦ u = u1 ◦ Φ.
Proof. The existence of u is an easy exercise using the fact, since ΦC is bijective,
we have C = lim
−→ΦC
C. To prove the uniqueness of u assume
u, v : P ◦(A, φ)→ C
are two K◦-algebra homomorphisms that commute with the actions of Φ and ΦC
and such that u ◦ ι = v ◦ ι. It is enough to show that u and v coincide on B′.
Set α ∈ A ⊗R K
◦. In order to show that u([α, i]) = v([α, i]) we may assume
α = a⊗ 1 with a ∈ A. Since ΦC is injective it is enough to show that
ΦiC(u([a⊗ 1, i])) = Φ
i
C(v([a⊗ 1, i])).
But
ΦiC(u([a⊗ 1, i])) = u(Φ
i([a⊗ 1, i])) = u([a⊗ 1, 1]) = u(ι(a)),
and a similar equality holds for v which gives the claim. 
3.2. The functor J∞. We recall now the fundamental construction concerning p-
jets, for more see [4, 6, 8]. These are certain functors B 7→ Jn(B) from the category
of finitely generated R-algebras B to the category of p-adically complete R-algebras
as follows. For rings of finite type over R, these are explicit. When B = R[x] where
x is a finite tuple of variables, we obtain the free δ-ring R[x, x′, . . .] on the set of
variables x which has its p-derivation given by
δ : R[x, x′, ...]→ R[x, x′, ...], δ(F ) =
φ(F )− F p
p
where
φ : R[x, x′, ...]→ R[x, x′, ...]
is the unique extension of the Frobenius lift on R that sends
x 7→ xp + px′, x′ 7→ (x′)p + px′′, ...,
we refer to this δ as the universal p-derivation.
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Now when B = R[x]/(f), x and f finite tuples, we set
Jn(B) := (R[x, x′, ..., x(n)]/(f, δf, ...δnf))̂.
Note even when B is of finite type flat over R the rings Jn(B) are not necessarily
p-torsion free, e.g. take B = R[x]/(xp).
It is a critical calculation, but easy to see for s ∈ B there are functorial isomor-
phism
Jn(Bs)
̂ ≃ ((Jn(B))s)
̂.
This means that one can glue to construct functors
X 7→ Jn(X)
from the category of schemes X of finite type over R to the category of p-adic
formal schemes as follows. For any such scheme X we take an affine open cover
X =
⋃
i
SpecBi
and we define
Jn(X) :=
⋃
i
Spf Jn(Bi)
where Spf Jn(Bi) are glued naturally, using the appropriate universality property
of this construction; cf. [6, Sec. 2.1, pg. 358] or [8, Cor. 3.4] for more details. We
refer to these as the p-jet space of X .
Remark 3.12. We record a few important facts about the functors Jn which are
easy to verify.
(1) The functors Jn send closed immersions into closed immersions.
(2) By functoriality, if G is a group scheme then Jn(G) are naturally groups in
the category of p-adic formal schemes.
(3) If X is affine and possesses an e´tale map
X → Ad = SpecR[T ]
where T is a d-tuple of variables then, viewing T as a tuple of elements of
O(X), we have a natural identification
O(Jn(X)) = O(X̂)[T ′, ..., T (n)]̂,
where T ′, ..., T (n) are d-tuples of indeterminates and δT = T ′, δT ′ = T ′′,
etc. In particular, if X is any smooth scheme of finite type over R of relative
dimension d then Jn+1(X) → Jn(X) are locally trivial fibrations, in the
Zariski topology, with fiber Âd. In particular, the reduction modulo p of
Jn(X) is reduced and hence φ is injective on J∞(B) for X = Spec B. See
[8, Prop. 3.17] for more details.
Set J∞(B) = lim
−→n
Jn(B). This has a naturally defined p-derivation δJ
∞(B)
coming from the universal p-derivation. Indeed (J∞(B), δJ
∞(B)) has the following
universality property: for any pair (C, δC) consisting of a ring C and a p-derivation
δC on C and for any ring homomorphism u : B → C there is a unique extension
u˜ : J∞(B)→ C of u such that δC ◦ u˜ = u˜ ◦ δJ
∞(B).
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When B is smooth finitely generated overR, then by the structure of Âd-fibration
mentioned above one has natural inclusions
B̂ = B0 ⊂ B1 ⊂ B2 ⊂ ...
whose reductions modulo p are injective. Also each Bn is p-adically separated and
p-torsion free and Bn/pBn are smooth over R/pR, in particular they are reduced.
In this case, J∞(B) is then p-torsion free, p-adically complete, and
J∞(B)/pJ∞(B) = lim
−→
Bn/pBn
is a reduced ring. If X is a smooth, not necessarily affine, scheme over R and if
X =
⋃
SpecBi is an affine open cover then, by [6, Thm. 2.10], the proalgebraic
k-scheme ⋃
Spec(J∞(Bi)/pJ
∞(Bi))
is naturally isomorphic to the Greenberg transform Green(X) of X , in the sense of
[14]. To summarize we have the following.
Theorem 3.13. [6] The rule B → (J∞(B), φ) defines a functor from the category
of smooth finitely generated R-algebras B to the category of p-torsion free, p-adically
complete, R-algebras, with reduced reduction modulo p, and equipped with a Frobe-
nius lift. Moreover if X =
⋃
Spec Bi then
⋃
Spec J∞(Bi)/pJ
∞(Bi) is isomorphic
to the Greenberg transform Green(X) of X.
We end our discussion by using these p-jet spaces to making the following defi-
nition, which was mentioned in the introduction.
Definition 3.14. Let X and Y be two smooth schemes over R. A δ-morphism of
order n from X to Y is an element of
Hom(Jn(X), J0(Y ))
where Hom is taken in the category of formal schemes over R. A δ-morphism from
X to Y is an element of
Homδ(X,Y ) := lim−→
n
Hom(Jn(X), J0(Y )).
Given a δ-morphism of order n,
f : Jn(X)→ J0(Y ),
and a δ-morphism of order m,
g : Jm(Y )→ J0(Z),
one can define a δ-morphism of order m+ n,
Jn+m(X)→ J0(Z)
by composing g with the morphism
Jm(f) : Jn+m(X)→ Jm(Y )
induced by f via the universality property of J∞. One obtains a composition law
for δ-morphisms that is trivially seen to be associative.
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3.3. The functor P∞. Putting together Theorems 3.8, 3.13 and Remarks 3.10
and 3.12 we get the following theorem.
Theorem 3.15. (1) The rule
B 7→ P∞(B) := (P (J∞(B), φ),Φ)
defines a functor from the category smooth finitely generated R-algebras B
to the category of perfectoid K-algebras equipped with a relative Frobenius
lift.
(2) For P ◦ := P ◦(J∞(B), φ) we have
P ◦/K◦◦P ◦ ≃ (J∞(B)/pJ∞(B))perf
.
(3) For all s ∈ B,
P ◦(J∞(Bs), φ) ≃ ((P
◦(J∞(B), φ))s)
̂.
(4) The functor P∞ sends surjections into surjections.
(5) The relative Frobenius Φ is bijective on P ◦(J∞(B), φ).
Remark 3.16. In some ways, Theorem 3.15 is related to [3, Thm. 3.10]. We will
not utilize any prismatic language, but roughly the construction of A/I in loc. cit
as a perfectoid ring is very close to the proof we’ve provided of Theorem 3.15.
However, our approach has utilized more extensively the language of p-jets which
helps illuminate the connections to the applications mentioned in the introduction.
It could be interesting to translate the other results we utilize into the prismatic
setting and explore the ramifications, but these are beyond the scope of this paper,
so we proceed without any further remark on these connections.
Assume now X is a smooth quasi-projective scheme over R and let (Xi)i∈I be a
principal basis for X , Bi = O(Xi), and sij as in Equation 2.2. In view of assertion
3 in the above Theorem 3.15 plus Equation 2.1, the perfectoid spaces
Spa(P (J∞(Bi), φ), P
◦(J∞(Bi), φ))
glue together to yield a perfectoid space P∞(X) equipped with a principal cover.
Note however, it is not generally a basis for the topology of that space. If X is
affine, X = SpecB, and Xi are principal in X then
P∞(X) ≃ Spa(P (J∞(B), φ), P ◦(J∞(B), φ)).
Going back to an arbitrary smooth quasi-projective X , if Y is another smooth
quasi-projective scheme over R and (Yj)j∈J is a principal basis for Y then for any
morphism of schemes X → Y , which we do not assume to be compatible with the
principal bases, there is an induced morphism P∞(X) → P∞(Y ). We obtain the
following consequence.
Corollary 3.17. There is a functor
P∞ : S → PΦ, X 7→ P
∞(X)
from the category S of quasi-projective smooth schemes over R to the category
PΦ of perfectoid spaces over K equipped with a principal cover and with a relative
Frobenius lift having the following properties.
(1) The functor P∞ sends closed immersions into closed immersions.
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(2) For any X in S the scheme P∞(X)k, i.e., reduction modulo K
◦◦ of P∞(X)
with respect to its principal cover, is isomorphic to the perfection G(X)perf
of the Greenberg transform Green(X) of X.
(3) For any X in S the relative Frobenius lift Φ on P∞(X) is invertible.
Remark 3.18. The functor P∞ in mentioned in introduction. The construction
required us to arbitrarily attach to each quasi-projective smooth scheme X some
principal basis (Xi)i∈I and define P
∞ using this choice of principal bases. Thus
P∞ depends on the choice of the principal bases. However, if P˜∞ is the functor cor-
responding to a different choice of principal bases then P∞ and P˜∞ are canonically
isomorphic as functors.
Remark 3.19. Let Sδ be the category whose objects are the smooth quasi-projective
schemes over R and whose morphisms are the δ-morphisms. We claim that the
functor P∞ in Corollary 3.17 naturally extends to a functor, still denoted by,
P∞ : Sδ → PΦ.
This plus our above discussion proves Theorem 1.1 in the introduction. To check
our claim, let X be a smooth scheme with a principal basis (Xi), Xi = Spec Bi. In
view of Remark 3.10 and Equation 2.1 the perfectoid spaces
PXi,f := Spa(P ((J
∞(Bi)f )
̂, φ), P ◦((J∞(Bi)f )
̂, φ)),
where for each i, f runs through the elements of the ring J∞(Bi), glue together to
yield a perfectoid space which we temporarily denote P∞∗ (X). It is easy to see that
there is a canonical isomorphism P∞(X) ≃ P∞∗ (X) for each objectX so the interest
here is to show how δ-morphisms induce maps via functoriality. This is easier done
using the P∞∗ (X) description. Indeed for any δ-morphism J
n(X)→ J0(Y ) one has
induced morphisms
O(J0(Yj))g → O(J
n(Xi))f
for various appropriate f, g, i, j and hence, by the universality property of p-jet
spaces, morphisms
lim
−→m
O(Jm(Yj))g → lim−→
m
O(Jn+m(Xi))f = lim−→
m
O(Jm(Xi))f
inducing morphisms
PXi,f → PYj ,g.
The latter which glue together to give a morphism P∞∗ (X) → P
∞
∗ (Y ), hence a
morphism P∞(X)→ P∞(Y ).
Note that the covering
(Spec J∞(Bi)/pJ
∞(Bi))i
of the Greenberg transform of X is a principal covering but, of course, not a prin-
cipal basis. However, the canonical refinement of the above covering,
(Spec J∞(Bi)f/pJ
∞(Bi)f )i,f ,
is a principal basis.
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4. The case of Gm
We illustrate the theory on the example X = Gm. Of particular note is that
by functoriality the multiplication by p map on Gm, which we denote [p] induces a
map P∞([p]) on P∞(Gm) which we explore in detail. Let
Gm = SpecR[x, x
−1],
with x a variable, be the multiplicative group scheme over R, and let
[p] : Gm → Gm
be the isogeny induced by the R-algebra homomorphism, still denoted by
[p] : R[x, x−1]→ R[x, x−1],
defined by [p](x) = xp. We next analyze the induced morphism
P∞([p]) : P∞(Gm)→ P
∞(Gm),
equivalently the induced morphism of Banach K-algebras
(4.1) P∞([p]) : P∞(R[x, x−1])→ P∞(R[x, x−1]).
Theorem 4.1. The morphism 4.1 is surjective but not injective.
In order to prove our theorem we need some notation. Set B = R[x, x−1], and
Bn := O(J
n(B)) = R[x, x−1, x′, ..., x(n) ]̂ .
Hence for
A := J∞(B)⊗R K
◦◦ = R[x, x−1, x′, x′′, ...]̂⊗R K
◦◦,
we have Â = K◦◦[x, x−1, x′, x′′, ...]̂ and
P∞(B)◦ = B̂, B := lim
−→
Φ
Â, P∞(B) = P∞(B)◦[1/p].
We need to record the following consequence of [9, Thm. 1.1]. Set
yn := δ
n(xp) ∈ Bn, n ≥ 0.
For us, the consequence of [9, Thm 1.1] that we need is the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. There exist elements vn, wn ∈ Bn, n ≥ 1 such that:
1) y1 = pw1.
2) y2 = x
p2(p−1)(x′)p + pw2
2) For n ≥ 3, yn = x
pn(p−1)(x(n−1))p + vn−2 + pwn.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We start by proving surjectivity.
Let C be the image of P∞([p]) : B̂ → B̂. Theorem 4.1 will be proved if we prove
that C = B̂. By Lemma 3.1 it is enough to show that any element in B̂ is congruent
modulo p to an element of C. Recall that the elements of B̂ are represented by
pairs (a, i) ∈ Â×N. So it is enough to check that for any n ≥ 0 and i ≥ 1 the class
[x(n), i] ∈ B̂
is congruent modulo p in B̂ to an element of C. We proceed by induction on n.
Denote by ≡ congruence modulo p in B̂. Now for any i ≥ 1 we have
[x, i] = [φ(x), i + 1] ≡ [xp, i+ 1] = P∞([p])[x, i + 1] ∈ C
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so the case n = 0 is checked. For the induction step assume our assertion is true for
all k with 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1 for some n ≥ 1. Set v0 = 0. By the induction hypothesis
[x−p
n+1(p−1)vn−1, i+ 1] ∈ C + pB̂.
Hence
[x(n), i] = [φ(x(n)), i + 1]
≡ [(x(n))p, i+ 1]
≡ [x−p
n+1(p−1)yn+1, i+ 1]− [x
−pn+1(p−1)vn−1, i+ 1]
∈ P∞([p])[x−p
n(p−1)x(n+1), i+ 1] + C + pB̂ = C + pB̂.
This ends our induction and our proof of surjectivity.
To conclude note that the morphism 4.1 is not an isomorphism. Indeed, the
reduction modulo K◦◦ of the morphism
(4.2) P∞([p]) : P∞(R[x, x−1])◦ → P∞(R[x, x−1])◦
is not injective because the images of the classes [x′, i] in
P∞(R[x, x−1])◦/K◦◦P∞(R[x, x−1])◦
are non-zero and they belong to the kernel of the reduction modulo K◦◦ of the
morphism 4.2. 
4.1. δ-characters and cocharacters. ForGm = SpecR[x, x
−1] andGa := Spec R[z]
recall from [4, pg. 313] the group homomorphism, called the canonical δ-character,
ψ : J1(Gm)→ Ĝa,
defined by the R-algebra map sending
(4.3) z 7→ Ψ :=
1
p
log
(
φ(x)
xp
)
:=
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n−1
pn−1
n
(
x′
xp
)n
∈ R[x, x−1, x′]̂.
By Remark 3.19 we have an induced morphism
(4.4) P∞(ψ) : P∞(Gm)→ P
∞(Ga),
which we still call the canonical δ-character.
As a surprising turn of events, we will construct a “canonical” section of P∞(ψ).
To explain our construction recall that
J∞(R[z]) = R[z, z′, z′′, ...]̂
and for each i ≥ 1 denote by φ−i(z) the image of the element [z, i] in
C := lim
−→
φ
J∞(R[z]).
In particular φ(φ−i(z)) = φ−i+1(z). Now let (an)n∈Z be any sequence of elements
an ∈ pR such that
(4.5) lim
n→±∞
an = 0,
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Consider the element
(4.6) Σ = exp
(
∞∑
n=1
anφ
−n(z)
)
∈ Ĉ
Since Ĉ possesses a natural p-derivation and σ is invertible in Ĉ there is a unique
R-algebra homomorphism
J∞(R[x, x−1])→ Ĉ
commuting with the natural p-derivations on the two rings and sending x 7→ Σ. Ten-
soring with K◦ and taking the limits along the naturally induced relative Frobenius
lifts we get a ring homomorphism, which we continue to denote by,
σ : P ◦(J∞(R[x, x−1]), φ)→ P ◦(J∞(R[z]), φ),
commuting with the relative Frobenius lifts, and sending x 7→ Σ. This σ induces a
morphism, still denoted by,
(4.7) σ : P∞(Ga)→ P
∞(Gm).
A map σ as in 4.7 will be called a cocharacter of Gm. We have the following result.
Theorem 4.3. There is a unique cocharacter σ, see Equation 4.7, with the property
that σ is a right inverse to the canonical δ-character P∞(ψ) in Equation 4.4. It is
given by the sequence an = p
n for n ≥ 1 and an = 0 for n ≤ 0.
First, we need a lemma.
Lemma 4.4. There exists a unique sequence (an)n∈Z, an ∈ R, satisfying 4.5, such
that the following equality holds in Ĉ,
(4.8) (φ − p)
(∑
n∈Z
anφ
−n(z)
)
= pz.
It is given by an = p
n for n ≥ 1 and an = 0 for n ≤ 0.
Proof. Equation 4.8 implies the conditions
(4.9) φ(an) = pan−1 for n ∈ Z, n 6= 1.
If an1 6= 0 for some n1 ≤ 0 we get that an does not converge to 0 as n → −∞,
a contradiction. So an = 0 for all n ≤ 0. Then 4.8 implies a1 = p and, with this
condition, the recurrence relation Equation 4.9 has a unique solution, an = p
n for
n ≥ 1. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let (an)n∈Z with an ∈ pR satisfy Equation 4.5 and let Σ
be as in Equation 4.6. The composition
(4.10) P ◦(J∞(R[z]), φ)
z 7→Ψ
→ P ◦(J∞(R[x, x−1]), φ)
x 7→Σ
→ P ◦(J∞(R[z]), φ)
sends z into
(4.11)
1
p
log
(
exp(
∑
φ(an)φ
−n+1(z))
(exp(
∑
anφ−n(z)))p
)
= (φ − p)
(∑
n∈Z
anφ
−n(z)
)
.
If the composition in 4.10 is the identity then, by Lemma 4.4, an = p
n for n ≥ 1
and an = 0 for n ≤ 0. Conversely, if an = p
n for n ≥ 1 and an = 0 for n ≤ 0 then
the map in 4.10 sends z 7→ z and hence z′ 7→ z′, z′′ 7→ z′′, etc. By Proposition 3.11
the composition 4.10 is the identity. 
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Remark 4.5. One is tempted to expect that the canonical δ-character P∞(ψ) in 4.4
has no section in the category of perfectoid spaces, or at least in the category PΦ.
4.2. Complex analytic analogue. The above construction can be viewed as an
arithmetic analogue of the following complex analytic picture. Consider the differ-
ential equation
(4.12)
δzu
u
= β
where β a given function and u an unknown function, both in the ring O of holo-
morphic functions of z defined in a simply connected domain of C, and δz := d/dz.
Let z0 be a point in the domain. Equation 4.12 has the solution u = uβ ,
(4.13) uβ(z) := exp
(∫ z
z0
β(t)dt
)
.
The map β 7→ uβ is a homomorphism. As an arithmetic analogue of the above we
may consider the group homomorphism ψ : R× → R defined by
(4.14) ψ(u) := Ψ|x=u,x′=δu,
where Ψ is as in Equation 4.3. For any fixed β ∈ R, one can consider the arithmetic
differential equation
(4.15) ψ(u) = β.
Since ψ in 4.14 is a homomorphism it can be viewed as an analogue of the logarith-
mic derivative map
R× →R, u 7→
δzu
u
;
hence 4.15 can be viewed as an analogue of 4.12. Note that 4.15 is equivalent to
each of the following equations
(4.16) φ(u) = ǫ · up or δu = α · up
where ǫ = exp(pβ) = 1 + pα and exp the p-adic exponential. A solution to 4.16
(and hence to 4.16 or 4.15) has the form
(4.17) u = Σ|φ−i(z)=φ−1(u)
where Σ is as in 4.6. So 4.17 can be viewed as an analogue of 4.13.
5. The case of elliptic curves
We now turn our attention to a detailed consideration of the case of elliptic
curves. We give a couple of indications as to what results persist to more general
abelian varieties. Our first point of interest concerns a study of δ-characters and
cocharacters similar to Section 4.1.
5.1. δ-characters and cocharacters. Let us review here some of the theory in
[4, 5, 8]. Assume p 6= 2, 3. Let E be an elliptic curve overR. Recall from Proposition
4.45 in [8] that for n ≥ 1 we have
ker(Jn(E)→ Jn−1(E)) ≃ Ĝa,
where Ga = SpecR[t] is the additive group scheme.
Assume in what follows that E does not possess a Frobenius lift.
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The homomorphisms of groups in the category of p-formal schemes,
ψ : J2(E)→ Ĝa
are called δ-characters. These objects were introduced in [4], where the more general
case of abelian schemes was also considered, and may be viewed as arithmetic
analogues of the maps considered by Manin in the case of abelian varieties over
function fields [17]. It is known that the R-module of δ-characters is free of rank 1
[4, Prop. 3.2].
Let now T be an e´tale coordinate on an open set X = Spec A ⊂ E containing
the origin and let
ℓ(T ) := ℓE(T ) =
∞∑
i=1
ciT
i ∈ R[1/p][[T ]], c1 = 1,
be the formal group law on E. We also assume the origin of E is defined in X by
the ideal (T ). We have natural embeddings A ⊂ Â ⊂ R[[T ]]. Then
ω := dℓ(T ) = Ω · dT
satisfies
Ω :=
∞∑
i=1
iciT
i−1 ∈ A×
and ω extends to an invertible 1-form on the whole of E which is a basis for the
global 1-forms on E. Recall from [8, Prop 3.13] that for n ≥ 1,
O(Jn(X)) = Bn := Â[T
′, ..., T (n)]̂ ⊂ Sn := R[[T ]][T
′, ..., T (n)]̂
where T ′, T ′′, ... are new variables and δT = T ′, δT ′ = T ′′, etc. By [8, Thm. 7.22]
one can choose a basis ψ = ψE,ω for the module of δ-characters that, viewed as an
element of
O(J2(E)) ⊂ B2 ⊂ S2,
satisfies
(5.1) ψ =
1
p
(ℓ(T )φ
2
+ λ1ℓ(T )
φ + pλ0ℓ(T )) ∈ S2
where λ1 := λ1(E,ω) ∈ R and λ0 := λ0(E,ω) ∈ R.
We call this ψ in 5.1 the δ-character attached to E,ω. Let us record some facts
proved in [4, 5, 8] in the form of the following.
Lemma 5.1.
(1) Assume E descends to Zp and ω is defined over Zp. Then λ1(E,ω) = −ap,
where ap is the trace of Frobenius on E, and λ0(E,ω) = 1. In particular
λ1(E,ω) 6≡ 0 mod p if and only if E is ordinary.
(2) If E is superordinary then λ1(E,ω) 6≡ 0 mod p.
(3) If E is supersingular then λ1(E,ω) ≡ 0 mod p.
Proof. Assertion 1 follows from [5, Sec 0.8 and 0.8]. Assertion 2 follows from [4,
Lem 4.2 and 4.4] plus [8, Rmk 7.31]. Assertion 3 follows from [8, Rmk. 7.31] plus
[8, Cor. 8.89]. 
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5.2. Sections of P∞(ψ). Consider again an elliptic curve E over R with no Frobe-
nius lift and consider the δ-character
ψ = ψE,ω : J
2(E)→ Ĝa
attached to some invertible 1-form ω as in Equation 5.1, where Ga = SpecR[z]. By
Remark 3.19 we have an induced morphism
(5.2) P∞(ψ) : P∞(E)→ P∞(Ga)
which we still refer to as the (perfectoid) δ-character. Let us say that E is ordinary
(respectively supersingular) if its reduction E is so. We will prove that if E is
supersingular then the map 5.2 possesses a “canonical section” (“canonical right
inverse”),
(5.3) σ : P∞(Ga)→ P
∞(E).
We will also prove that no such “canonical section” exists for E superordinary or
ordinary and defined over Zp. We need to introduce some terminology that makes
the notion of “canonical” we mean precise.
As in the case of the multiplicative group, recall that
J∞(R[z]) = R[z, z′, z′′, ...]̂
and for each i ≥ 1 denote by φ−i(z) the image of the element [z, i] in
C := lim
−→
φ
J∞(R[z]).
In particular, φ(φ−i(z)) = φ−i+1(z). Consider any sequence (an)n∈Z of elements
an ∈ pR satisfying
lim
n→±∞
an = 0
and consider the element
(5.4) Σ = eE
(∑
n∈Z
anφ
−n(z)
)
∈ pĈ
where eE is the compositional inverse of the logarithm ℓ = ℓE(T ) of the formal group
of E with respect to an e´tale coordinate T on an affine open set X = Spec A ⊂ E
containing the origin. Since Σ ∈ pĈ and Ĉ possesses a natural p-derivation there
is a unique R-algebra homomorphism
(5.5) R[[T ]][T ′, T ′′, T ′′′, ...]̂ → Ĉ
commuting with the natural p-derivations on the two rings and sending T 7→ Σ.
Composing 5.5 with the natural ring homomorphism
J∞(A)→ R[[T ]][T ′, T ′′, T ′′′, ...]̂
we get a homomorphism
J∞(A)→ Ĉ.
Tensoring the latter with K◦ and taking the limits along the naturally induced
relative Frobenius lifts we get a ring homomorphism
σ : P ◦(J∞(A), φ)→ P ◦(J∞(R[z]), φ),
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commuting with the relative Frobenius lifts, and sending T 7→ Σ. This σ induces a
morphism, still denoted by,
(5.6) σ : P∞(Ga)→ P
∞(X) ⊂ P∞(E).
A morphism σ as above will be called a cocharacter of E. It depends on the sequence
(an)n∈Z only, not on the choice of e´tale coordinate T nor the open set X .
Recall that we call E ordinary (respectively supersingular) if it has ordinary (re-
spectively supersingular) reduction mod p. Let us also say that E is superordinary
if it is ordinary and has a Serre-Tate parameter q(E) 6≡ 1 mod p2.
Theorem 5.2. Assume E has no Frobenius lift and let P∞(ψ) be the δ-character
in 5.2.
(1) If E is supersingular there exists a unique cocharacter σ with the property
that σ is a right inverse to P∞(ψ).
(2) If E is superordinary or ordinary and defined over Zp then there exists no
cocharacter σ with the property that σ is a right inverse to P∞(ψ).
Remark 5.3. As in Remark 4.5, one is again tempted to expect that the canonical
δ-character P∞(ψ) in 5.2 has no section in the category of perfectoid spaces, or at
least in the category PΦ.
Before proving Theorem 5.2, we need a lemma characterizing when an element
is in pR.
Lemma 5.4. Let λ0, λ1 ∈ R. The following are equivalent:
(1) λ1 ∈ pR;
(2) There exists a sequence (an)n∈Z, an ∈ R, such that
(5.7) lim
n→±∞
an = 0,
and such that the following equality holds in Ĉ:
(5.8) (φ2 + λ1φ+ pλ0)
(∑
n∈Z
anφ
−n(z)
)
= pz.
Moreover if the above conditions hold then the sequence in condition 2 is unique,
a2 = p, an = 0 for all n ≤ 1, and an ∈ pR for all n ≥ 3.
Proof. First we make the following:
Claim. If condition 2 holds then an = 0 for all n ≤ 1.
Indeed, assume there exists n1 ≤ 1 with an1 6= 0 and seek a contradiction. We
will recursively construct a sequence of integers
1 ≥ n1 > n2 > n3 > ...
such that
∞ > vp(an1) ≥ vp(an2) ≥ vp(an3) ≥ ...
This implies that (an)n∈N does not converge p-adically to 0 as n→ −∞, which is a
contradiction. It is easy to find n1 satisfying the condition. Assume now n1, ..., nk
have been chosen. Picking out the coefficient of φ2−nk(z) in Equation 5.8 we get
(5.9) φ2(ank) + λ1φ(ank−1) + pλ0ank−2 = 0.
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Now define nk+1 to be
nk − 1 or nk − 2
according as
vp(ank−1) ≤ vp(ank) or vp(ank−1) > vp(ank),
respectively. We claim that
vp(ank+1) ≤ vp(ank).
This is clear in case vp(ank−1) ≤ vp(ank). In the case vp(ank−1) > vp(ank), we have
vp(ank+1) = vp(ank−2) < vp(pλ0ank−2) = vp(φ
2(ank) + λ1φ(ank−1)) = vp(ank),
which ends the proof of the claim.
Now assume condition 2 holds and let us prove condition 1 holds. Assume λ ∈ R×
and seek a contradiction. By the claim above an = 0 for n ≤ 1 so condition 5.8 is
equivalent to the conditions
(5.10) a2 = p, a3 = −pφ
−2(λ1),
together with the following conditions valid for n ≥ 2:
(5.11) φ2(an+2) + λ1φ(an+1) + pλ0an = 0.
Now the recurrence relation 5.11 with conditions 5.10 can be trivially and uniquely
solved for an ∈ R, n ≥ 2. Using the fact that λ1 ∈ R
× we easily prove by induction
that vp(an) = 1 for all n ≥ 2, a contradiction.
Conversely let us assume that condition 1 holds and let us prove that condition 2
holds. Setting an = 0 for n ≤ 1 we have that Equation 5.8 holds, again, equivalent
to establishing that Equation 5.10 and Equation 5.11 also hold. Again, the recur-
rence relation 5.11 with conditions 5.10 can be trivially solved for an ∈ R, n ≥ 2.
Using the fact that λ1 ∈ pR
× we easily prove by induction that
a2k−1, a2k ∈ p
kR, k ≥ 2,
hence an → 0, p-adically, so condition 2 holds.
Finally assuming that the (equivalent) conditions 1 and 2 hold we need to prove
uniqueness of the sequence (an). By the Claim above we have an = 0 for n ≤ 1.
Then, again, 5.8 reduces to the recurrence relation 5.11 with conditions 5.10, which
has a unique solution with an ∈ R, n ≥ 2.

We now return to the proof of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Assume first that E is supersingular. By Lemma 5.1, the
coefficient λ1 in Equation 5.1 satisfies λ1 ∈ pR. So, by Lemma 5.4, there exists a
sequence (an)n∈Z such that for Σ as defined in Equation 5.4 we have that Equation
5.8 holds. It follows that the composition
(5.12) P ◦(J∞(R[z]), φ)
z 7→ψ
→ P ◦(J∞(A), φ)
T 7→Σ
→ P ◦(J∞(R[z]), φ)
sends z 7→ z and hence z′ 7→ z′, z′′ 7→ z′′, etc. By Proposition 3.11 the compo-
sition 4.10 is the identity; hence the existence part of assertion 1 of the Theorem
follows. The uniqueness part follows because if (a′n)n∈Z is another sequence for
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which the corresponding composition 5.12, with Σ replaced by the corresponding
Σ′ attached to (a′n)n∈Z, is the identity then the sequence (a
′
n) coincides with (an)
by the uniqueness property in Lemma 5.1.
Finally assume that E is superordinary or ordinary and defined over Zp. Then,
by Lemma 5.1, the coefficient λ1 in equation 5.1 satisfies λ1 ∈ R
×. If a cocharacter
exists that is a right inverse to P∞(ψ) then we get that the composition 5.12
is the identity for some sequence (an)n∈Z satisfying 5.7 and 5.8. This will force
a contradiction with Corollary 8.8, which while proved later, is logically proved
independent of the results of this section. We postpone the proof of Corollary 8.8
until Section 8.2. This ends our proof. 
Remark 5.5. In this section we investigated the δ-characters ψ of elliptic curves
with no Frobenius lifts. One can ask for an analysis of the characters ψ for elliptic
curves R that are canonical lifts. The analysis in this case is much simpler, it
resembles the case of Gm, and we leave it to the reader.
5.3. Complex analytic analogue. The arithmetic theory above is an analogue
of a classical situation which we describe in what follows. Let E be the smooth
projective elliptic curve over C(z) defined by the equation
y2 = x(x − 1)(x− z).
Let R be the ring of holomorphic functions on a simply connected domain not con-
taining 0, 1. By Fuchs and Manin [17], there is a remarkable group homomorphism
(5.13) ψ : E(R)→R
defined as follows. If P = (X,Y ) ∈ E(R) is a point of E with X,Y ∈ R, i.e.,
x(P ) = X , y(P ) = Y , then
ψ(P ) = Λ
∫ (X,Y )
∞
dx
y
= F (X,Y, δzX, δ
2
zX),
where Λ is the linear differential operator
Λ := z(1− z)
(
z(1− z)δ2z + (1− 2z)δz −
1
4
)
,
where δz := d/dz. Thus F is a certain rational function with coefficients in C(z) in
4 variables. The expression involving the integral is well defined because the linear
differential operator Λ annihilates any function of z of the form
∫
γ
dx
y where γ is an
integral 1- cycle. Functions of the form
∫
γ
dx
y are called in [17] period-functions. In
this general case, for P = (X,Y ) with ψ(P ) = 0, the multivalued integral
∫ P
∞
dx
y ,
as a function of z, is, for each of its branches, a C-linear combination of period-
functions, so
(5.14) P = π
(
a1 ·
∫
γ1
dx
y
+ a2 ·
∫
γ2
dx
y
)
,
where π is the uniformization map for our family of elliptic curves the inverse of
the multivalued Abel-Jacobi map Q 7→
∫ Q
∞
dx
y . Here a1, a2 ∈ C and γ1, γ2 is a basis
for the integral homology. Of course π is defined by elliptic functions. Our function
ψ in 5.1 is an arithmetic analogue of ψ in Equation 5.13. The “points” of our
arithmetic Manin kernel, to be discussed later, are an arithmetic analogue of the
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points 5.14. Finally if β ∈ R and I(β) ∈ R is a solution of the linear inhomogeneous
differential equation
Λ(I(β)) = β
normalized such that its value and the value of its derivative at some fixed point
vanish then a solution Pβ of ψ(Pβ) = β is given by
(5.15) Pβ = π(I(β)).
The map σ in 5.6 is an arithmetic analogue of the map β 7→ π(I(β)).
6. Perfectoid spaces attached to arithmetic differential equations
6.1. Arithmetic differential equations. Assume in what follows that X is a
smooth scheme over R and set
Xn := Jn(X)
for n ≥ 0.
Definition 6.1. An arithmetic differential equation on X , of order n, is a closed
formal subscheme Yn ⊂ X
n.
Let I be the ideal sheaf in OXn defining a Yn as above and for any j ≥ 1 let
Yn+j ⊂ X
n+j
be the closed formal subscheme with ideal generated by
I, δI, ..., δjI.
Also set Ym = X
m for 0 ≤ m ≤ n − 1. We have a projective system of formal
schemes
...→ Y3 → Y2 → Y1 → Y0,
which we refer to as the prolongation of Yn. There are naturally induced p-
derivations
(6.1) π∗OY0
δ
→ π∗OY1
δ
→ π∗OY2
δ
→ π∗OY3 → ...
where π : Yn → X
0 = X̂ are the natural projections. Define
OY∞ := lim−→
π∗OYn .
Recall that, since X is Noetherian, the above limit in the category of sheaves equals
the limit in the category of pre-sheaves. The system 6.1 induces a p-derivation δ
and an attached Frobenius lift φ,
δ, φ : OY∞ → OY∞ .
6.2. Quasi-linearity. Let X be a smooth affine curve over R, let A = O(X), and
Bn = O(J
n(X)). Let s ≥ 1 and r ≥ 0. Set X → A1 = Spec R[T ] an e´tale
coordinate, and view T ∈ A. Recall that we have a canonical identification
(6.2) Bn = Â[T
′, ..., T (n)]̂.
For 0 ≤ i ≤ n define the subrings of Bn by
(6.3) F iBn :=
n−i∑
k=0
pkBi+k = Bi + ...+ p
n−iBn.
For 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 we have
F iBn ⊂ F
i+1Bn.
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Also, for 0 ≤ i ≤ n we have
F iBn ⊂ F
iBn+1.
Furthermore, for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, we have:
(6.4) φ(F iBn) ⊂ F
iBn+1, δ(F
iBn) ⊂ F
i+1Bn+1.
Definition 6.2. An element f ∈ Br+s is called quasi-linear of order (r, s) if there
exists an e´tale coordinate T ∈ A and elements a0, ..., ar ∈ Â and bs−1 ∈ F
s−1Br+s
such that ar ∈ Â
× and
(6.5) f =
r∑
i=0
ai(T
(s))φ
i
+ bs−1.
We say f is non-degenerate (respectively totally degenerate) if a0 ∈ Â
× (respectively
a0 ∈ pÂ).
Remark 6.3. Clearly if f is quasi-linear of order (r, s) and g ∈ F s−1Br+s then f+g
is quasi-linear of order (r, s). If f is non-degenerate (respectively totally degenerate)
then so is f + g.
Definition 6.4. Let X be a smooth curve over R and Yr+s ⊂ J
r+s(X) an arith-
metic differential equation of order r+ s. We say Y is quasi-linear of order (r, s) if
there is a Zariski open cover
X =
⋃
i
Xi
such that for all j the ideal of Yr+s ∩ J
r+s(Xi) in O(J
r+s(Xi)) is generated by a
quasi-linear element fi of order (r, s). We say Y is non-degenerate (respectively
totally degenerate) if, in addition, all fi can be chosen to be non-degenerate (re-
specively totally degenerate).
Remark 6.5. If X is a scheme of finite type over R, X ′ → X is a morphism of finite
type, and Yn ⊂ J
n(X) is an arithmetic differential equation of order n then we may
define the pull-back Y ′n of Yn to be the arithmetic differential equation on X
′ given
by Y ′n := Yn ×Jn(X) J
n(X ′). Clearly, if X is a smooth curve and X ′ → X is e´tale
then Y ′n is quasi-linear (respectively non-degenerate, totally degenerate) provided
Yn is quasi-linear (respectively non-degenerate, totally degenerate).
Lemma 6.6. Assume f is quasi-linear of order (r, s) as in Definition 6.2, given
by 6.5. Then, for j ≥ 1, δjf is quasi-linear of order (r, s+ j) given by
(6.6) δjf = fj :=
r∑
i=0
ap
j
i (T
(s+j))φ
i
+ bs+j−1,
for some bs+j−1 ∈ F
s+j−1Br+s+j.
Proof. It is enough to check the above for j = 1. Since T (s) ∈ Bs = F
sBs, by 6.4,
we have
(6.7) (T (s))φ
i
∈ F sBs+i
for 0 ≤ i ≤ r so all the terms in the right hand side of 6.5 are in F sBs+r. In
particular
δf ∈
r∑
i=0
δ(ai(T
(s))φ
i
) + δbs−1 + F
sBr+s.
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Note that, by 6.4, δbs−1 ∈ F
sBr+s+1. On the other hand, using 6.7 and the fact
that φ commutes with δ, we have:
δ(ai(T
(s))φ
i
) = api · δ((T
(s))φ
i
) + δai · (T
(s))φ
i+1
∈ api · (T
(s+1))φ
i
+ F sBs+r+1,
which concludes the proof. 
6.3. Prolongations of quasi-linear equations. Assume in what follows that X
is a smooth curve over R and, as usual, set Xn := Jn(X) for n ≥ 0. For simplicity,
and in view of our applications, we will consider here an arithmetic differential
equation
Y2 ⊂ X
2
which is quasi-linear of order (1, 1). Most of our analysis can be easily extended
to the (r, s) case. Recall, we defined the following sequence, which formally is a
prolongation of Y2,
...→ Y3 → Y2 → Y1 → Y0
and induced p-derivations 6.1 inducing a p-derivation δ on
OY∞ := lim−→
π∗OYn .
As usual we let
Yn = Yn ⊗R k.
For j ≥ −2 we let Zj+2 be the closed scheme theoretic image of the monomorphism
η : Yj+3 → Yj+2.
That is we may view Zj+2 as the closed subscheme of Yj+2 defined by the ideal
ker(OYj+2 → η∗OYj+3).
We get natural morphisms of schemes over k,
→ Z3 → Z2 → Z1 → Z0
ր ↓ ր ↓ ր ↓ ր ||
→ Y3 → Y2 → Y1 → Y0
↓ ↓ || ||
→ X3 → X2 → X1 → X0
where the vertical arrows are closed immersions. Our next main object is to prove
the following theorem. Recall, a map is called purely inseparable of the relative
Ka¨hler differentials vanish.
Theorem 6.7. Assume Y2 ⊂ X
2 is a quasi-linear arithmetic differential equation
of order (1, 1) on a smooth curve X over R. The following hold for j ≥ −2.
(1) The formal schemes Yj+2 are flat over R.
(2) The maps Zj+3 → Zj+2 are finite and flat of degree p.
(3) Zj+3 is a Cartier divisor on Yj+3.
(4) Yj+3 ≃ Zj+2 ×Xj+2 X
j+3 over Zj+2.
(5) If Y2 is non-degenerate the maps Zj+3 → Zj+2 are e´tale.
(6) If Y2 is non-degenerate the formal schemes Yj+2 are p-smooth.
(7) If Y2 is totally degenerate the maps Zj+3 → Zj+2 are purely inseparable.
Before turning to the proof explore some consequences.
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6.4. Perfectoid consequences. Later in the section, we will prove a proof of the
following theorem.
Theorem 6.8. Assume Y2 ⊂ X
2 is a non-degenerate quasi-linear arithmetic dif-
ferential equation of order (1, 1) on a smooth curve X over R and let X = ∪Xi be
an open affine cover. Let C∞,i := H
0(Xi,OY∞). One has that
(1) C∞,i are p-torsion free. In particular, Ĉ∞,i are p-torsion free.
(2) C∞,i are integral and ind-e´tale over O(Xi). In particular, they are reduced
and integrally closed in their total ring of fractions.
Note also that C∞,i and hence Ĉ∞,i carry (compatible) Frobenius lifts φ; coming
from the universal p-derivations. Recall that for a scheme with a principal cover
X = ∪Xi there exist sij ∈ O(Xi) such that O(Xi ∩Xj) = O(Xi)sij .
Combining Theorems 3.8 and 6.8, plus Remark 3.10, we have the following con-
sequence.
Corollary 6.9. Let Y2 ⊂ X
2 be as in Theorem 6.8 and let X = ∪Xi be a principal
cover as in 2.2. The K-algebras
Pi := P (Ĉ∞,i, φ)
are perfectoid, equipped with relative Frobenius lifts and we have isomorphisms
((P ◦i )sij )
̂ ≃ ((P ◦j )sji )
̂
compatible with the relative Frobenius lifts and satisfying the obvious cocycle con-
dition. Moreover, for each i, P ◦i /K
◦◦P ◦i is the perfection of an integral ind-e´tale
algebra over O(Xi). In particular the perfectoid spaces Spa(Pi, P
◦
i ) glue together
to give a perfectoid space P∞(Y2) equipped with an invertiblle relative Frobenius
lift plus a closed immersion P∞(Y2)→ P
∞(X) compatible with the relative Frobe-
nius lifts. Furthermore the schemes SpecP ◦i /K
◦◦P ◦i glue together to give a scheme
P∞(Y2)k over k which is the perfection of a profinite pro-e´tale cover of X.
The scheme P∞(Y2)k is, of course, the reduction mod K
◦◦ of P∞(Y2) defined by
the induced principal cover of the latter.
6.5. Proofs. For the proof of Theorem 6.7 we may assumeX is affine and possesses
an e´tale coordinate T ∈ A := O(X). We assume the notation in subsection 6.2.
In particular Bn is given by Equation 6.2. Let fj be as in Equation 6.5 and let
fj ∈ A[T
′, ..., T (j+2)] be its image. Then
fj = a1
pj · (T (j+1))p + a0
pj · T (j+1) + bj, bj ∈ A[T
′, ..., T (j)],
so fj is, up to a multiplication by an invertible element a1 in A, a monic polynomial
in T (j+1) of degree p with coefficients in A[T ′, ..., T (j)]. Moreover
(6.8)
dfj
dT (j+1)
= a0.
Setting
Cn = O(Yn), Dn := O(Zn),
we have, for j ≥ 0,
(6.9) Cj+2 =
Â[T ′, ..., T (j+2)]̂
(f0, ..., fj)
,
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Also
C1 = B1 = A[T
′], C0 = B0 = D0 = A.
We conclude the following.
Lemma 6.10.
For j ≥ 0 we have:
Cj+2 =
A[T ′, ..., T (j+1)]
(f0, ..., fj)
[T (j+2)].
For j ≥ −1 we have
Dj+2 = Im(Cj+2 → Cj+3) =
A[T ′, ..., T (j+2)]
(f0, ..., fj+1)
.
It is also useful to record the following lemma.
Lemma 6.11.
(1) For any ring B and any monic polynomial f ∈ B[T ] in one variable T , f is
a non-zero-divisor in B[T ]; also any non-zero-divisor in B is a non-zero-
divisor in B[T ].
(2) Assume B is a Noetherian p-adically complete ring and let p, b0, ..., bn be a
regular sequence in B. Then the ring B/(b0, ..., bn) is p-torsion free.
Proof. Assertion 1 is trivial. To check assertion 2 it is enough to show that the
localization of B/(b0, ..., bn) at any maximal ideal of this ring is p-torsion free. Let
M/(b0, ..., bn) be such a maximal ideal, whereM is a maximal ideal of B containing
b0, ..., bn. Since B is p-adically complete we also have p ∈ M ; cf. [20], p. 57. By
flatness, the images in BM of p, b0, ..., bn form a regular sequence in BM . Since
BM is Noetherian and local the images in BM of b0, ..., bn, p still form a regular
sequence; cf. [20, pg. 127]. This ends our proof. 
We are ready to give the proof of Theorem 6.7.
Proof of Theorem 6.7. For assertion 1 it is enough to check that the ring
Cj+2 =
Â[T ′, ..., T (j+2)]̂
(f0, ..., fj)
is p-torsion free. Since Â[T ′, ..., T (j+2)]̂ is p-adically complete and Noetherian, by
Lemma 6.11, assertion 2, and by Lemma 6.11, it is enough to check that f0, ..., fj
form a regular sequence in A[T ′, ..., T (j+2)]. But fi are monic polynomials in T
(i+1)
with coefficients in A[T ′, ..., T (i)] and we may conclude by assertion 1 in Lemma
6.11. Assertion 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 are clear from Lemma 6.10 plus assertion 1 of
Lemma 6.11. To check assertion 6 it is sufficient to check that Cj+2/p
νCj+2 is
smooth over R/pνR for all ν. We know Cj+2/p
νCj+2 is finitely generated and flat
over R/pνR by assertion 1; so it is enough to show that Cj+2/pCj+2 is smooth over
R/pR, which follows, again, from Lemma 6.10. 
Proof of Theorem 6.8. We may assume X = Xi and set C∞,i = C∞. With
Cn = O(Yn) and Dn = O(Zn) as in the proof of Theorem 6.7 one has
C∞ = lim−→
Cn.
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Since, by Theorem 6.7, Cn are p-torsion free, C∞ is p-torsion free which proves
assertion 1. On the other hand,
C∞ = lim−→
Cn = lim−→
Dn.
By Theorem 6.7, Dn are finite e´tale over Dn−1 so C∞ is integral and ind-e´tale over
O(Xi). This ends the proof of assertion 2. 
7. Perfectoid spaces attached to arithmetic Manin kernels
7.1. Arithmetic Manin kernel. Recall the terminology and notation from sub-
section 5.1. In particular, let E be an elliptic curve over R not possessing a Frobe-
nius lift and let ψ be a basis for the module of δ-characters.
Definition 7.1. The arithmetic Manin kernel is the arithmetic differential equation
Y2 := Y2(E) := kerψ ⊂ J
2(E).
Clearly Y2(E) only depends on E and not on the basis ψ. By the universality
property of the p-jet spaces one gets canonical homomorphisms
ψj : Jj+2(E)→ Jj(Ga)
for all n ≥ 0, commuting in the obvious sense with the universal p-derivations. The
prolongation
...→ Yj → ...→ Y2 → Y1 → Y0
of Y2 satisfies of course,
Yj+2 = kerψ
j , for j ≥ 0
hence they are groups in the category of p-adic formal schemes. As before set Zj
be the closed scheme theoretic image of Yj+1 → Yj . It is a general fact that scheme
theoretic images of homomorphisms of group schemes of finite type over a field are
closed subgroup schemes; in particular Zj are closed subgroup schemes of Yj .
7.2. Perfectoid consequence. Our next aim is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 7.2. Let E be an elliptic curve over R not possessing a Frobenius lift
and let Y2 ⊂ J
2(E) be the arithmetic Manin kernel.
(1) The space Y2 is quasi-linear of order (1, 1).
(2) Assume either E is superordinary or E is ordinary and defined over Zp.
Then Y2 is non-degenerate.
(3) Assume E is supersingular. Then Y2 is totally degenerate.
Theorem 7.2 and Corollary 6.9 imply the following result.
Corollary 7.3. Let E be an elliptic curve over R, not possessing a Frobenius
lift, and assume either E is superordinary or E is ordinary and defined over Zp.
Let Y2 = Y2(E) ⊂ J
2(E) be the arithmetic Manin kernel and let X = ∪Xi be a
principal cover. Let C∞,i := H
0(Xi,OY∞). Then the K-algebras Pi := P (Ĉ∞,i, φ)
are perfectoid, equipped with relative Frobenius lifts and we have isomorphisms
((P ◦i )sij )
̂ ≃ ((P ◦j )sji )
̂
compatible with the relative Frobenius lifts and satisfying the cocycle condition.
Moreover, for each i, the ring P ◦i /K
◦◦P ◦i is the perfection of an integral ind-e´tale
algebra over O(Xi). In particular the perfectoid spaces Spa(Pi, P
◦
i ) glue together to
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give a perfectoid space P∞(Y2) equipped with an invertible relative Frobenius lift plus
a closed immersion P∞(Y2)→ P
∞(E) compatible with the relative Frobenius lifts.
Furthermore the schemes SpecP ◦i /K
◦◦P ◦i glue together to give a scheme P
∞(Y2)k
over k which is the perfection of a profinite pro-e´tale cover of E. The above con-
struction is functorial with respect to e´tale isogenies of degree not divisible by p and
also with respect to translations by torsion points.
In order to obtain a functor one needs, as before, to attach to any E a principal
basis. The scheme P∞(Y2)k is the reduction mod K
◦◦ of P∞(Y2) defined by the
induced principal cover of the latter. Theorem 1.5 follows now from Corollary 7.3
and from our construction: one simply needs to take P ♯(E) in Theorem 1.5 to be
equal to P∞(Y2(E)) in Corollary 7.3.
Remark 7.4. Let us record the following variant of Theorem 7.2. Assume E is
an elliptic curve over R not possessing a Frobenius lift, let X ⊂ E be an open
subset, let g ∈ F 0B2, let f = ψ + g and let Y2(f) ⊂ J
2(X) be the arithmetic
differential equation defined by f . Then, by Remark 6.3, Y2(f) is quasi-linear of
order (1, 1). If in addition E is either superordinary or ordinary and defined over
Zp then Y2(f) is non-degenerate. Examples of such f ’s are given by the arithmetic
Painleve´ equations in [12] where g = φ(u) for some u ∈ O(X). Hence for such f ’s
the obvious analogue of Corollary 7.3 holds.
We proceed now with preparations for the proof of Theorem 7.2. Note that the
curve E can be covered by translates
X +Q
where Q are torsion points in E(R) and note that ψ is invariant under translations
by such Q’s. This shows that in order to prove Theorem 7.2 it is enough to show
that ψ, viewed as an element of B2 = Â[T
′, T ′′]̂, is quasi linear, non-degenerate
if E is superordinary or ordinary defined over Zp, and totally degenerate if E is
supersingular. For the following let us recall from 6.3 the ring
F 0B2 := B0 + pB1 + p
2B2.
Set also S0 := R[[T ]] and utilize similar notation for Sn as for Bn.
Lemma 7.5. The following holds in B2:
ψ ∈ Ωp
2
· (T ′)φ + λ1Ω
p · T ′ + F 0B2.
Proof. Note that in S2 we have:
T φ
2
∈ T p
2
+ p(T ′)p + p2T ′′ + p2S1
hence using
ici ∈ R for i ≥ 1
and
pj
j!
∈ p2R for p ≥ 5, j ≥ 2
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we get, for i ≥ 1,
cφ
2
i (T
φ2)i ∈ cφ
2
i T
p2i + icφ
2
i T
p2(i−1)(p(T ′)p + p2T ′′ + p2S1)+
+
∑
j≥2
(
i
j
)
cφ
2
i (p
jS1 + p
j+1S2)
⊂ cφ
2
i T
p2i + icφ
2
i T
p2(i−1)(p(T ′)p + p2T ′′) + p2S1 + p
3S2.
Similarly we get
cφi (T
φ)i ∈ cφi T
pi + ipcφi T
p(i−1)T ′ + p2S1.
Set
ψ0 :=
1
p
{
∑
cφ
2
i T
p2i + λ1
∑
cφi T
pi + pλ0
∑
ciT
i} ∈ R[1/p][[T ]].
So, by equation 5.1, we get
ψ ∈ ψ0 + pS1 + p
2S2+
+(
∑
icφ
2
i T
p2(i−1))(T ′)p + λ1(
∑
icφi T
p(i−1))T ′ + p(
∑
icφ
2
i T
p2(i−1))T ′′
= Ωp
2
· (T ′)φ + λ1Ω
p · T ′ + ψ0 + pS1 + p
2S2.
In particular ψ0 ∈ S0 = R[[T ]]. On the other hand, since p
kR[[T ]] ∩ A = pkA we
immediately deduce that
(S0 + pS1 + p
2S2) ∩B2 = B0 + pB1 + p
2B2.

Proof of Theorem 7.2. Assertion 1 in the theorem holds by Lemma 7.5, i.e.,
ψ ∈ B2 is quasi-linear. The assertions concerning non-degeneracy/total degeneracy
follow now from Lemma 5.1. 
Remark 7.6. In this section we investigated the kernel of the δ-characters ψ of
elliptic curves with no Frobenius lifts. One can ask for an analysis of the kernel
of ψ for elliptic curves R that are canonical lifts or for Gm. The analysis in these
cases is much simpler, the δ-characters have order 1 rather than order 2, and we
leave it to the reader.
8. Perfectoid spaces attached to δ-isogeny classes
8.1. δ-period map. We recall some concepts from [1, 7, 8, 11]. The ring of δ-
modular functions is
M r := R[a
(≤r)
4 , a
(≤r)
6 ,∆
−1 ]̂ ,
where
∆ := −26a34 − 2
433a26,
a
(≤r)
4 is a tuple of variables, (a4, a
′
4, a
′′
4 , . . . , a
(r)
4 ), and a
(≤r)
6 is defined similarly. If
G ∈M0 \ pM0, define
M r{G} :=M
r[G−1 ]̂ = R[a
(≤r)
4 , a
(≤r)
6 ,∆
−1, G−1 ]̂ .
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An element of M r or M r{G} is defined over Zp if it belongs to the analogously
defined ring with Zp in place of R. We have natural p-derivations δ : M
r →M r+1
and δ : M r{G} →M
r+1
{G} . Let
j : −21233a34/∆, i := 2
633 − j, t := a6/a4, T := a
2
6/a
3
4.
By [7, Prop. 3.10] we have
M r{a4a6} = R[j
(≤n), j−1, i−1, t(≤r), t−1 ]̂ .
If w =
∑
niφ
i ∈ Z[φ], define degw =
∑
ni. If moreover λ ∈ R, define the symbol
λw :=
∏
(λφ
i
)ni . For w ∈ Z[φ], say that f in M r or M r{G} is of weight w if
(8.1) f(λ4a4, λ
6a6, δ(λ
4a4), δ(λ
6a6), . . .) = λ
wf(a4, a6, a
′
4, a
′
6, . . .),
for all λ ∈ R. Let M r(w) be the set of f ∈ M r of weight w, and define M r{G}(w)
similarly. In [7], elements of M r{G}(w) were called δ-modular forms of weight w
(holomorphic outside G = 0).
If f ∈ M r{G}(w) and E is an elliptic curve given by y
2 = x3 + Ax + B with
A,B ∈ R and G(A,B) ∈ R×, then define f(A,B) ∈ R by making the substitutions
a4 7→ A, a6 7→ B, a
′
4 7→ δA, a
′
6 7→ δB, a
′′
4 7→ δ
2A, and so on.
A from f is called isogeny covariant if for any isogeny u of degree prime to p
from an elliptic curve y2 = x3 +A1x+ B1 with G(A,B) ∈ R
× to an elliptic curve
y2 = x3 +A2x+B2 with G(A2, B2) ∈ R
× that pulls back dx/y to dx/y we have
f(A1, B1) = deg(u)
− deg(w)/2f(A2, B2).
By [7, Cor. 3.11], M r{a4a6}(0) = R[j
(≤r), j−1, i−1 ]̂ . More generally, if m ∈ 2Z
and g ∈M0(m), define g˜ := gt−m/2; then
(8.2) M r{a4a6g}(0) = R[j
(≤r), j−1, i−1, g˜−1 ]̂ .
Also define the open subscheme
X := A1a4a6g := Spec R[j, j
−1, i−1, g˜−1]
of the modular curve A1 := Spec R[j], i.e., the “j-line”. The geometric points of X
are given by the values of j different from 0, 1728 and from the zeros of g. We have
(8.3) T = −223−3 + 28j−1, R[j, j−1, i−1] = R[T, T−1, (4 + 27T )−1],
so T is an e´tale coordinate on X = A1a4a6g, so
(8.4) Br := O(J
r(X)) = Â[T ′, . . . , T (r)]̂ , A := O(X),
where T ′, . . . , T (r) are new indeterminates. Similarly, since j is an e´tale coordinate
on A1, (8.2) yields
(8.5) Br =M
r
{a4a6g}
(0).
There is a natural δ-Fourier expansion maps
(8.6) Br → S
r
∞ := R((q))̂ [q
′, ..., q(r)]̂ .
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Let E4(q) and E6(q) be the normalized Eisenstein series of weights 4 and 6, where
normalized means constant coefficient equal to 1. We have unique ring homomor-
phisms, also referred to as δ-Fourier expansion maps
M r → Sr∞(8.7)
g 7→ g∞ = g(q, q
′, . . . , q(r)),
sending a4 and a6 to −2
−43−1E4(q) and 2
−53−3E6(q), respectively, and commuting
with δ. The maps 8.6 and 8.7 are compatible in the obvious sense. Also recall
that there exists a unique Ep−1 ∈ M
0(p− 1) such that Ep−1(q) is the normalized
Eisenstein series of weight p− 1.
By [7, Construction (4.1) and Corollary 7.26 ], there exists a unique f1 ∈
M1(−1− φ), defined over Zp, such that
(8.8) f1(q, q′) =
1
p
log
qφ
qp
:=
∑
n≥1
(−1)n−1n−1pn−1
(
q′
qp
)n
∈ R((q))̂ [q′ ]̂ .
As explained in [7, pg. 126–129] f1 is isogeny covariant and may be interpreted as
an arithmetic Kodaira-Spencer class. By [4, Lem. 4.4] the elliptic curve E defined
by y2 = x3 +Ax+B is superordinary if and only if
Ep−1(A,B)f
1(A,B) 6≡ 0 mod p.
Define now
(8.9) t
φ+1
2 := t
p+1
2
(
tφ
tp
)1/2
= t
p+1
2
∑
j≥0
(
1/2
j
)
pj
(
δt
tp
)j
∈M1{a4a6}(1 + φ),
(8.10) f ♭ := f1 · t
φ+1
2 ∈M1{a4a6}(0) ⊂M
1
{a4a6g}
(0) = O(J1(X)) = B1.
As explained in [11, pg. 588], using [15, Thm. 1.3] one gets an equality of the form:
(8.11) f ♭ = αT ′ + β, β = β0 + pβ1,
for some β0 ∈M
0
{a4a6}
(0) and β1 ∈M
1
{a4a6}
(0), and
α = cEp−1∆
−pa
7p−1
2
4 a
− p−1
2
6 ∈M
0
{a4a6}
(0),
where c ∈ R×.
Form this point on we assume g := Ep−1; in this case we have α ∈ Â
×, hence:
Lemma 8.1. For X = A1a4a6Ep−1 we have that
f ♭ ∈ αT ′ +B0 + pB1.
In particular f ♭ ∈ O(J1(X)) is quasi-linear of order (0, 1) and non-degenerate.
Now by [1, Construction 3.2 and Thm. 5.1], there exist unique δ-modular forms
f∂ ∈ M1{Ep−1}(φ − 1) and f∂ ∈ M
1
{Ep−1}
(1 − φ), defined over Zp, with δ-Fourier
expansions identically equal to 1. Moreover, these forms are isogeny covariant and
f∂ ·f∂ = 1. Furthermore, the reduction f∂ ∈M1 equals the image of Ep−1 ∈Mp−1
in M1. In particular
(8.12) f∂ ∈ E
−1
p−1 + pB1.
For λ ∈ R×, we defined in [11, pg. 590, Eq. 4.54] the form
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(8.13) fλ := (f
1)φ − λf1f∂(f∂)
φ ∈M2{Ep−1}(−φ− φ
2).
Since f1 and f
∂ are isogeny covariant, so is fλ. Furthermore consider the series
t
φ2+φ
2 := t
p2+p
2
(
tφ
tp
)1/2(
tφ
2
tp2
)1/2
∈M2{a4a6}(φ+ φ
2),
and define
(8.14) f ♭λ := fλ · t
φ2+φ
2 ∈M2{a4a6Ep−1}(0) = O(J
2(X)) = B2.
Note that one may see f ♭λ ∈ O(J
2(X)) as a morphism
f ♭λ : J
2(X)→ Â1.
One can introduce the following:
Definition 8.2. The δ-period map is the δ-morphism
(8.15) ℘ : J2(X)→ Â2 := Spf R[x0, x1]
̂
with components
(t
φ2+φ
2 f1f∂(f∂)
φ, t
φ2+φ
2 (f1)φ).
The induced morphism of perfectoid spaces in PΦ,
(8.16) P∞(℘) : P∞(X)→ P∞(A2),
will still be called the δ-period map.
Remark 8.3. The morphism ℘ induces a morphism which we call the projectivized
δ-period map,
(8.17) ℘˜ : J2(X)\℘−1(0)
℘
→ Â2\{0}
can
→ P̂1 := (Proj R[x0, x1])
̂.
Clearly, if Lλ ⊂ Â2 is the line defined by x1 − λx0 then we have an equality of
formal schemes
(f ♭λ)
−1(0) = ℘−1(Lλ) = ℘˜
−1(1 : λ).
However, we cannot apply our theory to attach a map of perfectoid spaces to the
projectivized δ-period map 8.17 because ℘˜ is not defined on all of J2(X). However,
a variant of our theory can be developed to define such a map of perfectoid spaces,
P∞(℘˜) and once done, one is then tempted to expect that P∞(℘˜) possesses no
section in the category of perfectoid spaces (or at least in the category PΦ). We
will not pursue this issue here.
Remark 8.4. Our definition of the δ-period map 8.15 may seem somewhat ad hoc.,
the motivation for this comes from [8, Prop. 8.75]. However, that this map “gener-
ates”, in a precise sense, the “δ-ring of all δ-morphisms satisfying a certain isogeny
covariance property”. So the map 8.15 is actually a “canonical” δ-map.
Recall from [11, Lem. 4.55] the following remarkable property of the forms fλ:
Lemma 8.5. Let E1 be an elliptic curve y
2 = x3+A1x+B1 over R with ordinary
reduction. Then
(1) There exists λ ∈ R× such that fλ(A1, B1) = 0.
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(2) If λ is as in (1) and there is an isogeny of degree prime to p between
E1 and an elliptic curve E2 over R given by y
2 = x3 + A2x + B2, then
fλ(A2, B2) = 0.
If E1 in the Lemma above is superordinary then λ in assertion 1 is, of course,
given by
λ := λ(E1) :=
(f1)φf∂(f∂)φ
f1
(A1, B1).
If in addition E2 is as in the Lemma then E2 is also superordinary and
λ(E1) = λ(E2).
Motivated by the above Lemma we make the following definition.
Definition 8.6. Let X = A1a4a6Ep−1 and λ ∈ R
×. The δ-isogeny class attached to λ
is the arithmetic differential equation Y2(λ) ⊂ J
2(X) defined by the ideal generated
by f ♭λ; equivalently Y2(λ) := ℘
−1(Lλ) = ℘˜
−1(1 : λ), where ℘ is the δ-period map,
Lλ ⊂ Â2 is the line x1 − λx0 = 0, and ℘˜ is the projectivized δ-period map. If E is
a superordinary elliptic curve curve and Q ∈ X(R) is the point corresponding to it
then we set Y2(Q) := Y2(λ(E)).
Note that if Q′ ∈ X(R) is another point corresponding to an elliptic curve E′
that has possesses an isogeny to E of degree prime to p then Y2(Q) = Y2(Q
′).
8.2. Quasi-linearity of Y2(λ) and a perfectoid consequence. We are now in
a position to apply our theory to δ-isogeny classes. We also prove Corollary 8.8
which provided the contradiction in proof of Theorem 5.2.
Theorem 8.7. Let X = A1a4a6Ep−1 and λ ∈ R
×. The δ-isogeny class Y2(λ) ⊂
J2(X) attached to λ is quasi-linear of order (1, 1) and non-degenerate. In particular
for any superordinary Q ∈ X(R) the δ-isogeny class Y2(Q) ⊂ J
2(X) is quasi-linear
of order (1, 1) and non-degenerate.
Proof. By Lemma 8.1 we have
f ♭ ∈ αT ′ +B0 + pB1, (f
♭)φ ∈ αp(T ′)φ +B0 + pB1 + p
2B2.
On the other hand we have
f ♭λ = (f
♭)φ − λf ♭f∂(f∂)
φt
φ2−1
2
where
t
φ2−1
2 := t
p2−1
2 · (tφ
2
/tp
2
)1/2 ∈ t
p2−1
2 + pB1.
Moreover, by 8.12, we have
f∂ ∈ E
−1
p−1 + pB1, (f∂)
φ ∈ E−pp−1 + pB1 + p
2B2.
Combining the above formulas we get
f ♭λ ∈ (α
p(T ′)φ +B0 + pB1 + p
2B2)
−λ(αT ′ +B0 + pB1)(E
−1
p−1 + pB1)(E
−p
p−1 + pB1 + p
2B2)(t
p2−1
2 + pB1)
⊂ αp(T ′)φ − λαE−p−1p−1 t
p2−1
2 · T ′ +B0 + pB1 + p
2B2.
This ends the proof because α ∈ Â× and E−p−1p−1 t
p2−1
2 ∈ Â×. 
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We finally address the a for mentioned corollary. As usual we denote by (Yn(λ))n≥0
the prolongation of Y2(λ). Set also Cn(λ) = O(Yn(λ)), and
C∞(λ) := lim−→
Cn(λ).
By Theorem 8.7 and Corollary 6.9 we get.
Corollary 8.8. The K-algebra P := P (Ĉ∞(λ), φ) is perfectoid and its relative
Frobenius lift Φ is invertible. Moreover the ring P ◦/K◦◦P ◦ is the perfection of an
integral ind-e´tale algebra over A = O(X).
In addition, for P∞(Y2(Q)) := Spa(P, P
◦), there is a natural closed immersion
P∞(Y2(Q))→ P
∞(X) compatible with the relative Frobenius lifts.
The scheme P∞(Y2(Q))k is, of course, the reduction mod K
◦◦ of P∞(Y2(Q)) with
respect to the canonical principal cover of the affine scheme X ; it is the perfection
of a profinite pro-e´tale cover of X. Theorem 1.6 follows now from Corollary 8.8 and
from our construction. In particular, one simply needs to take PQ(X) in Theorem
1.5 to be equal to P∞(Y2(Q)) in Corollary 8.8.
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